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ABSTKACl'

Almost all recorded history reflects the struggle
man has made to secure a certain degree of" *intellectual" free
dom--or to curtail the degree of freedom he will permit
others to exercise. First defining intellectual freedom as
the ability to thinks speak, and write within one'1’s own dis
cipline without interference, this paper attempts to compare
the degree of freedom which existed in four successive
periods of history and to draw some conclusions about the
changing attitudes towards intellectual freedom and the
possible ‘
relationship between freedom of thought and a
spirit of intellectual ism,'
As a measure or standard of comparison, the attitudes
of the leaders of the Homan Church during the first four or
five centuries of Christianity toward non-Christian learning
and culture— its value, dangers, and place within the de
veloping Christian-western tradition— ^is examined. Using
the writings of Jerome, Augustine, Tertullian, Cassiodorus,
Ambrose, and Gregory as evidence, the conclusion is drawn
that while some objection to pagan learning did exist, by
and large early Christianity recognized its value and in
corporated much of it into the Christian system of thought,
The High Middle Ages, roughly 1100 to 1300, is
dominated by the influence of the university and the develop
ment of scholasticism. There are outstanding examples of
interference with thought within this element as shown by
certain legislation controlling the content of university
teaching, by the action of the Church against Abelard, Eager
Bacon, and Thomas Aquinas, At the same time, much evidence
exists to indicate that the universities enjoyed a high de
gree of freedom with regulation or restriction coming mainly
from within 'their own ranks, Likewise, further analysis of
the action taken against the individual scholars indicates
that what interference did exist usually stemmed from pro-,
fessional jealousy and personality conflict rather than from
a true effort at thought control. The period, also charac
terized by a great respect for the powers of man's rational
nature, can be considered relatively free.
The Late Middle Ages is marked by a definite decline
in the intellectual standards of the academic community. At
v

the same time, the rising nations "began to use the intel
lectual group to further their attempts at gaining power,
William of Ockham, Marsiglio of Padua, and John Wycliffe
represent this transfer of intellectual interests from the
university to the political arena. In so moving, these
men found they were condemned by whatever agency they were
'competing against. Although neither Church nor state had
much power to enforce its efforts, there seems to have
existed a very real attempt to control intellectual life.
The third period, the Renaissance, dominated by the
classical humanists, seems not to have been so restricted.
Both because the humanist writers formed a less concentrated
force and because the leaders of Church and state were im
bued themselves with the humanist interest in classical
culture and secular arts, there was little objection— although
notable exceptions do exist— to pagan learning, criticism of
the Church, and the development of worldly as opposed to
“otherworldly" interests. Likewise, this period is charac
terized by a strong emphasis upon the rationality of man,
his human powers and dignity, and his freedom of choice.
Lastly, the Reformation is identified as a time
dominated by powerful Protestant reformers such as Calvin and
Luther and equally strong counter-reform movements like the
Council of Trent. Unlike the forces in the other periods,
the most influential elements in this era were these in
hibiting groups. By direct rejection of man’s free will, by
severe restriction of his personal life, by a revival of the
Inquisition, by centralized censorship of writing, by the
denial of man’s goodness and dignity, freedom of thought was
rigidly restricted and the "believe,'obey, conform, but do
not speculate" attitude was clearly anti-intellectual.
In conclusion, it seems correct to say: the problem
of intellectual freedom is a constantly recurring one; con
trary to much popular and even scholarly writing, the High x
Middle Ages was a time of relative freedom with no more ap
parent restriction than was present during the Renaissance,
a period traditionally considered free; the Late Middle Ages
was less tolerant than the periods immediately before and
after it, but not to a really significant degree; the Reform
ation, while it may have prepared the way for later toleration,
was itself, both in its Protestant and Catholic aspects, ex
tremely unfree and intolerant. Finally, there does appear to
be some relationship between the degree of intellectual free
dom an age is able to maintain and the respect that age has
for the dignity and the rational ability of man.
Vi

CHAPES! I
THE DEPIIITIOI OF INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM
Socrates was once asked fey his fellow citizens why
he could not hold his tongues keep private his radical
philosophic opinions9 and so preserve his life*

By way of

reply he said:
Now I have great difficulty in making you under
stand my answer to this® For if I tell you that
this would fee a disobedience to a divine command9
and therefore that I can not hold my tongue 9 you
will not fee11eve that I am serious? and if I say
again that the greatest good of man is daily to
converse about virtue9 and all that concerning
which you hear me examining myself and others9 and
that the life which is unexamined is not worth
living— that you are still less likely to believe0i
Because the Greeks of Athens could not believe that this
examination of life was wise9 they condemned Socrates to
deatho

The May 109 1963 issue of Time carried a feature

article entitled ^Academic Freedoms

2
What9 Where9 When9 How?”

The September, 19^3 issue of the American Association of
Professors Bulletin contained a detailed account

l o
Plato The ApologyQ Vole III of The Dialogues of
Plato0 transo Bo Jewett (New York: • Bigelow, Brown), pp«
128-29o

2 0 ”Academic Freedoms
Time, May 10, 1963s P° 72=

What, When, Where, How?”

of the dismissal of a college English professor for using
and writing books which the college administration thought
3
inappropriate and unsuitable.
A rdgn of terror and
violence has ruled for the past months in southern and much
of northern United States9 which, although more directly
concerned with action than with thought, has led to murder
over a passive display of opposing intellectual concepts.
Perhaps the most startling example of the modern persecution
of intellectual freedom can be found in the damaging and
dangerous activities of the late Senator Joseph McCarthy of
Wisconsin, whose,attempts to rid the nation of Communists led
to tactics no less brutal and not much more subtle, given
their time and place, than the supposedly favorite sport of
throwing Christians to the lions for the amusement of high
spirited Romans.
Every intervening period in history is filled with
equally vivid demonstrations of man’s struggle for liberty
of mind.

Apparently, then, the problem of freedom of

intellect is one as old as man and as timely as today.

In

every age, whenever men have exchanged ideas, there has been
conflict of opinion.

Invariably, one thinker or group of

.. 3-...--tl1.Academic .Freedom and..Temure.s Mercy .College, "
American Association of University Professors Bulletin,
Sept., 1 9 W T V V ^ W > -5 2.
"**
4.

61The South,% Time, May 10, 1963, p. 18.

thinkers (or non-thinkers) has tried to dominate the minds
of others0

The degree to which such domination is success

ful and the severity of the means used to secure its success
are the measures of intellectual servitude or freedom in any
given period or place in history„

It is a problem without

ultimate conclusion, for each civilization and generation
must determine for itself the degree of freedom it holds
essential and is capable of handlingo

The twist of fate,

the fall of a government, the rise of a great power, the
emergence of a dictator or a liberator— each may change the
level of freedom of thought under which the intellectual
forces of an age may existo
It is almost impossible for anyone who knows enough
about history to be aware that it is commonly divided into
periods not to develop certain impressions about the relative
freedom of major stages in western civilizationo

Every

history book either refutes or affirms, but, at any rate,
acknowledges the ^darkness^ of the medieval era, the
("enlightenment** of the 18th century, the **freedom0 sought for
in the French Revolution and supposedly ("guaranteed0 by the
United States Gonstitution0 lor can one interested in"the
i
history of ideas easily resist the temptation to examine the
actual state of intellectual freedom in apparently con
trasting periods of history, to make comparisons, to
speculate about reasons, and to look for patterns of thought

that might account for the fluctuations In freedom”a loto
An analysis of this kind must be limited In scopeo
This paper will confine Itself to a study of the High and
Late Middle Ages, the *”CH.a,gsi.oalM or ’’humanistic”8
5
Benalssance, and the Reformation, roughly, the eleventh
through the fifteenth centurieso

Such an examination leads

necessarily to a study of the dominating forces within these
periods— -the pressure groups like the university in the
thirteenth century or the great reformation figures of the
fifteenth— -whose efforts seemed most effective in promoting
or curtailing freedom of thought 0

The task of evaluating

the limitless factors influencing these forces is too vast
to be undertaken here a

It might be hoped, though, that one

could show evidence to support the claim that these ages
were sharply differentiated in their attitudes toward in-J

tellectmal freedom, and that within the dominant intellectual

5= Hiram Haydn in his book. The Counter- •
Renaissance (lew Yorks Scribner, 1950/9
xl, makes this
points "Between 1391 and 1626 a world died and a new world
was bora.o Yet to attempt to characterize succinctly the
almost three centuries that intervened is a bewildering
task o o' o o Without attempting to impose an arbitrary and
artificial pattern upon the period, however, I have come to
believe that there are three.large distinct intellectual
movements diseernable = 0 = o The first of these is the
classical renaissance or the humanistic revival0 The second
X call the 0 ounter-Renai ssance 0 » o » The third movement
o o o' is perhaps best termed the Scientific Reformationo"
It is this classical renaissance or humanistic revival por
tion of the Renaissance that will be under discussion in
this papero

group of eaeh period there were certain character!stie
ideas which affected these attitudes°
An initial understanding, seems necessary before
this study can make any sense at all to the writer, much
less to the readero

It is, obviously, some delineation of

the term #intellectual freedomo”

A definition which fits

the times under study is not easy to formulate for the term
or even the concept did not seem to be a part of man’s
thinking .theno

Freedom of speech, of the press, of re

ligion, of thought are modern expressions and their
definitions are couched in modern terminology0 Moreover,
even in m o d e m writing, the term ^intellectual freedom-8 is
often used but rarely explainedo

Jo Bo Bury in his book,

A .History of Freedom of Thought, maintains that the
establishment of perfect liberty of thought and discussion
is the most valuable achievement of modern civilization and
6
a fundamental condition of social progressc
This is,
however, no explanation of what ’’perfect liberty of thought88
meanso

In order to define the term, it has been necessary

to make certain functional compromises0

Mo doubt the

semanticist would wish to distinguish between ’’intellectual0
and 0academic88 freedom, but for practical purposes, the two
words can be considered interchangeable, for only when the

6o John Bagnell Bury, A History of Freedom of
Thought (Mew Yorks Henry H©lt,==lfl3)V P° 24©«

fruits of intellectual labor are transferred to others by
teaching or preaching or writing is there, or was there9
much opportunity for freedom to create a problem=

As

Russell Kirk writes in his essay on academic freedoms
Intellectual freedom is. chiefly an aspirations
it can be sought, after9 most of the time 9 only
by the solitary man of contemplation,, Academic
freedom is an historical reality with ascertain
able limits and prerogatives o'?
Although this study is not limited wholly or even
primarily to freedom within a traditional academic center-it is not a survey of freedom of thought within the uni
versities from 1200 to 1608— it will concern itself most
directly with the fortunes of the scholarly few as opposed
to the popular many o’ It will seek to determine the extent
of the liberty under which the intellectual leaders could functions,.ands at times* the degree of liberty these
intellectuals were disposed to extend to one anothero

With

this reservation made* it seems, valid* then* to proceed to
explain the vague term ■•intellectual811 freedom with the
definitions offered for the more precise term* "academic88
freedom0
According to Robert Hutchins s
Academic freedom means that the independence of
thought that goes on in a university is so im
portant that a man cannot be restrained or

7» Russell Kirk* Academic Freedom: An Essay in
Definition (New York: Henry Roguery* 1955)s P° 9=

punished by those who pay him because he holds
views with which those who pay him disagree„8
)

Columbia University physicist Isidor Babi describes

it as the individual0s right to the free use of knowledge;
the board of trustees of the University of North Carolina
defines it as every professor8s responsibility 88to dis~
cover9 speak and teach the truth, however difficult and un
popular this may be to others"; and University of Chicago
President George Beadle further maintains that truth cannot
be sought after nor taught with a closed mind nor without
9
the right to question and doubt o
As Kirk sayss
Academic freedom is the principle designed to
protect the teacher from hazards that tend to
prevent him from, meeting his obligations in the
pursuit of truthA® ,
The necessity for this freedom seems obvious, for
on its foundation rests all research and all discovery of
mew knowledge =

The atmosphere which intimidates the scholar

limits the range of his investigations, or prevents the dis
semination of his findings, precludes the possibility of any

11
real advance in learnimgo

Sidney Hook, writing on a dif

ferent subject and for purposes quite apart from the ones
8 o Robert Maynard Hutchins, The University of
(Chicago5 University of Chicago Press, 1953) s> P° §7°
9°
10 o

Kme,

pof

72 o

Kirk, p 0 lo

11o Henry Steele Commager, "The University and Free
dom," Journal of Higher Education0 XXXIT (October, 1963),

361-70o

8
being disemsset here9 develops this idea when he describes
academic freedom asfz
o o o the freedom of professionally qualified
persons to inquire$, discover^ publish and teach
the truth as they see it in their field of com
petence* without any control or authority except
by which truth is establishedo Insofar as it
acknowledges intellectual restraint or discipline
from a community* it is only from the community
of qualified scholars which accept the authority
of rational i m q u i r y 01 2
One final definition of this freedom and an eloquent
defense of its necessity among intellectuals will serve as
the bridge to the heart of the problem=

Charles Van Else*

former president of The University of Wisconsin* whotes
It is the duty of a university to teach the
truth as it sees it* and it is not only its duty
to teach that truth* but it is its duty to ad
vance knowledgeo These are commonplaces for
'
all universities of all countries; however* all
that is involved in them is sometimes not fully
appreciatedo They mean that we ..must recognize
that knowledge is nowhere fixed* that all things
are fluid„ The ideas which we hold today will
not be held tomorrow in precisely the same fornu
The next generation will hold them in a very dif
ferent form from that we now hold them in. This
does not mean that the views which we now have
may not be substantially sound* but it means that
nowhere in the world have we attained perfection
o o 0 o It is the duty of the university ever to
move toward completion* with the certainty that it
will never reach perfection anywhere* at any time*
with regard to anythingo3-3

1 2 „ Sidney Hook* Heresy* Yes: Conspiracy« No
John Bay* 1953)V Po 115°

(New Yorks

1 3 o ' Maurice M 0 Vance* Charles Hi chard Van Else:
Scientist Progressive (Madison: The State Historical
Society of Wisconsin* 196©)* p e 113°
r

9
The issue to be remembered here is that the problem
of freedom arises only when there is disagreement about
which thoughts are correct or acceptable or true0

Freedom

of thought is the right to express views disagreeable or
even dangerous in the opinion of otherso

This peculiar

sort of freedom or toleration can only exist when a certain
degree of dogmatism exists along side ito

As Gilson says:

We do. not have to tolerate what we know to be
righto We cannot even tolerate what we do not
even know for sure to be wrongo An intolerant
skeptic would be a monster of perversityo It is
only when we are certain that what somebody says
or does, is wrong, that we..can judge it advisable
to tolerate ito In short, where there is no dog
matism, there can be no toleration, because there
is nothing to toleratec Tolerance does not consist
in accepting all philisophieal statements as more
or less probable, but, being absolutely certain
that one of them is true and the others false, in
letting everyone be free to speak his own mind = 0 o o
Like any other moral vice, intolerance is a sin
against the. very nature of reason » 0 o
^
This continual emphasis upon academic freedom as freedom to
find and speak the truth, and upon intolerance as a contra
diction of the mature of reason reduces academic or
intellectual freedom very simply, then, to the right for

l4o Etienne Gilson, Dogmatism and Toleration (Mew
Brunswick, Mew Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1952),
pp0 7-13*

10
each scholar within his own discipline to use his powers of
•understanding to find that harmony which St 0 Thomas called
15
Trutho

15o One is tempted to go on endlessly reciting
credos of intellectual freedom and this can not "be0 But y
both the fame of the statement and the particularly cogent
expression of the creed of The University of Wisconsin war
rants its inclusion9 at least as a footnote0 "We cannot
* o o believe that knowledge has reached its final goal, or
that the present condition of society is perfect * „
« In
all lines of" academic investigation it is of the utmost im
portance that the investigator should be absolutely free to
follow the indications of truth wherever they may lead.
Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry else
where, we believe the great state University of Wisconsin
should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting
and winnowing by which alone the truth can be foundo" Cited
by Merle. Eugene Curti and Vernon Carstensen, The University
of Wisconsin (Madisons University of Wisconsin Press, 194-9) s
I, dedication page*

CHAPTER II
A ifSTANDARD” FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF
INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM
Using the varied definitions outlined in the first
chapter as the framework within which the four historical
periods will be examineds it is necessary, next, to set up
some basis outside these eras as the standard attitude
toward intellectual freedom»

The reactions of the leaders

of the Roman Church toward the use of non-Christian learning
before the so-called darkness fell, seems to be a probable
indication of their degree of toleration and liberality of
thought o

These leaders might be called the molders of

western Christian thought, forming a starting point from
which later attitudes developed.
The mere choice of such scholars, not to mention any
fairly complete treatment of their ideas, would comprise a
thesis in itself.

Therefore, some selection is essential.

The individuals chosen here as representative are all con
sidered influential and significant figures in early Western

11

1
culture by noted authorities on this period»

An analysis

of some of the writings of these men and of some of the
observations made about them should yield insight into
their ideas about the value and usefulness of pagan
learning and their willingness to allow or promote some
mingling between pagan thought and expression and Christian
beliefso

However strongly they may have opposed contact9

to isolate Christianity from paganism would have been
virtually impossiblec

Common sense9 if nothing else, would

,

seem to indicate the necessity and inevitability of a certain
amount of sharing of ideas when in so many cases the leaders
of Christianity had been trained in pagan philosophy and
literature*

The meed to point out this fact is Important,

lo Each person discussed was considered by at least
three of the following sources to be a, significant indivi
dual in the development of western Christian thoughts.
Frederick Bo„Artz, The Mind of the Middle Ages (Mew York:
Knopfs 195^)? Frank P 0 Cassidy. Holders of the Medieval
Mind (St. Eouiss Herder, 1944/, Louis Duchesne. Early
History of the Christian Church from Its Foundation to the
End of the Third Century "(New Yorks Longmans, Green, 1913)$
Tolo Glover, The Conflict of leligions in the Early Roman
Empire (London: Methuen, 1932T7David Knowles, The Evolution
of Medieval Thought (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1962')9 Max
LoWo Laistner, Christianity and Pagan Culture in the Later
Homan Empire (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, lf5l") 9
Ferdinand Lot, The End of the Ancient World and the
Beginnings of the Middle Ages ‘(Mew York: Harper, 1961),
Gorden Leff, Medieval Thought: St. Augustine to Ockham
(London: Merlin Press"7~1959T, Edward K..Band, Founders of
the Middle Ages (Mew York: Dover, 1928), Henry 0= Taylor,
Ike Mediaeval Mind (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

neverthelesso

Even teday it is not hard to find scholars

who see a complete dichotomy "between pagan learning and the
Christian religion*

For example9 a modern French philosopher

writes in what is reputedly a simple explanation of ancient
philosophic systems the following s
The purpose of this book is to outline the main
characteristics of the pagan tradition in order
to show why so many people, having used principles
supplied by philosophy to criticize the JudaeoChrlstiah faith, have been forced to the eonelu~ ..
sion that the two systems are irreconcilable c 0 = »
The task of philosophy today is not to destroy the
spirit of free inquiry established by the early
philosophers, but to use it in an attempt to throw
off the shackles imposed upon thought by the Judae©"
Christian revelation and the subsequent body of
doctrine developed in the Middle Ages 02
If this statement is true, then the first half of
this study is useless, for there was no freedom of thought
between the time of the foundation of Christianity and the
apparent rebirth of reason with the introduction of the
scientific renaissance0

If this statement is true,

Christianity completely repudiated pagan philosophy, pagan
literature, pagan culture, pagan techniques of learningo
Since the non-Christians had, in the days of the late Roman
Empire, the more developed system of thought, it would fol
low that in such a repudiation, there would also be a re
nunciation of intelleetualism and the establishment in its

2o
(New York:
J>

Andre Cresson, The Essence of Ancient Philosophy
Walker, 1962), ppe 2, 118-19o

place of an anti-intellectual atmosphere 0

The reader may

safely hazard the guess that the hypothesis of this paper
Is that such an opinion is not valid0
There was certainly a realization on the part of
the early Christian fathers and teachers of the need for
instruction in purely Christian matterso

Augustine9

'

Tertullian, Jerome9 Cassiodorus9 Ambrose 9 and Gregory all
had something to say on the problem of education along
3
religious lines and with/a Christian orientation o' But to
imagine that there was in those days a distinctly different
type of education for Christians than for pagans is to make
>

conditions much more specialized and developed than they
really were*

A@tually9 the greatest difference in training

was the difference found between social and economic classes
The common folk, pagan and Christian alike9 received little
education9 while the better classes of both groups studied
from predominantly the same sources 0

As years went by9 the

level of the education declined9 but it is not historically
correct to attribute this weakening wholly or necessarily
to the substitution of Christian for non-Christian litera
ture and learningo

First of all9 it is inaccurate to do so9

for outside the field of dogma there was not that much

3« . Ofo Augustine9 De doetrina Christianas
Tertullian, Apologetieums Jerome, various letters?
Cassiodorus, Bivinae Institutlones? Ambrose, Be officiis
ministrorums Gregory, E©ralla0

15
Christian material available o' More importantg it is in
correct because there seems to be little evidence to
justify attributing the decline of learning to any one
particular development o' Glover sugges ts as extenuating
eireumstanees surrounding this decline9 the possibility of
a plague in the late second eenturys the growing problem of
barbarism on the frontiers of the Empires, the inability of
the government to cope with the problems of such a farflung empire * the Increasing diversity of men's interests
particularly in areas not related to civic duty* and the
general sterility of classical scholarship which by this
time had passed its zenitho

Ferdinand Lot maintains that

the literature of the Imperial Age* both Christian and
pagan* was an academic literature* too dedicated to the
slavish copying of past models to stand long on its own
meritso

According to him* these early centuries were periods

of preservation rather than creation because:
o o o the classical spirit which characterizes
Graeco-Boman antiquity was an obstacle to the
renewal both of form and substance => It wished
to stereotype language by placing before men 1
the imitation of unsurpassable models<, Since
it is as impossible to prevent language, from
evolving as it is to prevent the earth from
going around* the Schools made an abyss between
thought and expression05

To Bo Glover* The Conflict of Religions In the
Roman Empire (London; Methuen* 1932TT°PP« 196=97°
5o

Lot* pp0 l65-66o
)

16
All this is not to deny that there was general and.
specifie opposition to the continuation of pagan culture as
Christianity gained power»
pagan learningo

Strong feelings existed against

The Const!tutions of the Holy Apostles* a

work believed to be a compilation drawn from various synods
extending from the third to the fifth century$ records the
two following prescriptionss
If any one publieally reads in the Church the
spurious books of the ungodly9,as if they were holy,
to the destruction of the people and of the clergy,
let him be deprived0
Abstain from all heathen books o For what hast
thou to do with such foreign discourses, or laws,
or false prophets, which subvert the faith of the
unstable? For what defect dost thou find in the
law of God that thou shouldest have recourse^ to
those heathenish fables?°
Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch (50? - ?10f), although
warning more against heretics who distorted Christian be
lief than against pagans who had never accepted it, never
theless expressed a not isolated attitude when he said to
the Ephesians, MI have heard that some strangers came your
way with a wicked teaching e o <> »

You stepped up your ears
?
to prevent admitting what they disseminatedoM And again,

60 8,1Cpnstitutions of the Holy Apostles,11 The AmteIleene Fathers 0 ed => Alexander Roberts... and James Donaldson
(New Yorks Scribner, 1926), ¥11, 503s 393=
7* Letter of Ignatius to the Ephesians, Early
Christian Fathers0 Vol0 I of The Library of Christian
Glassies<> edo. Cyril Go Richardson (Philadelphias West
minster Press, 1953)$ P» 90o

J
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"I urge yom9 therefore9 not 1 9 hut Jesus Christ's love— use

8
only Christian foocL

Keep off foreign fare6w

Tertullian (160? - ?230) was so opposed to the
mingling of pagan and Christian culture that he would not
even have Christian professors teach Latin and Creek
9
literature for this made them idolaters in disguise*
Gilson attributes to Tertullian the opinion that since God
had made known His revelation to man9 it was no longer
necessary that man think9 particularly about philosophic
matters*

In support of his opinion, Gilson quotes these
(
harsh words of Tertullian against the classical pagan
\
learning in particular and against speculative knowledge
.

in general:
Unhappy Aristotle! who Invented for these men
dialectics9 the art of building up and pulling
down, an art so far-fetched i n i t s conjectures9
so harsh in its arguments, so productive of
contentions— embarrassing even to itself, re
tracting- everything, and really treating of
nothing * * * * What indeed has Athens to do with
Jerusalem? What concord is there between the
Academy and the Church? "what between
heretics and Christians? Our instruction comes
from the porch of Solomon who had himself taught
that the Lord should b e .sought in simplicity of
heart* Away with all attempts to produce a
mottled Christianity of Stoic, Platonic and
dialectic composition) We waht no curious dis
putation after possessing Christ Jesus, no

8*
100

Letter of Ignatius to the Trallians, Ibid *« p *

*

9o Tertullian, Be idololatria9 The Ante-Nieene
gathers * III, 66*

)

Inquisition, after enjoying the Gospel! For this
is our palmary faith, that there is nothing which
we ought to "believe besides
Certainly Itertullian®s attitude implied a certain
antagonism and rejection of pagan eultureo

Less strong in

his reaction,, Sto Augustine C396 = 430) still recognized
the danger of too long, exposure to non-Christlan learning.
In his great work* De doctrina Christiana* he accepted the
value of the liberal arts* but would have their use re
stricted to adolescence and would move away from them as
quickly as possible=

Further$ he felt that the Scriptures

provided ample illustrations so that there was rarely need
11
to turn to profane literature 0
Both Christopher Dawson and Etienne Gilson, whose
whole outlook on the Middle Ages is one proclaiming its
continuity with earlier classical culture, maintain that
Augustine was basically anti-classical»

They both interpret

his concentration upon a theology which seemed to render
philosophy unnecessary or of only limited value as a sig
nificant rejection of classical themes0

As Dawson writes:

In the fifth and sixth centuries, the influence of
Augustine became dominant throughout the Christian
West c o o o But this theological tradition was
accompanied by a growing alienation from classical
cultureo The very profundity of Angustin!an

10o Etienne Gilson* Reason and Revelation in the
Middle Ages (Mew,York: Scribner, 1938), pp. 9-1©«
11*

Laistner, pp * 32-33»
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thought tended to narrow the range of intel
lectual activity and to concentrate all
attention on the two poles of the spiritual
life— God and the soul*' This religious
absolutism left no room either for pure
literature or for pure science* For, to St*
Augustine, the .knowledge "wherein men desire
nothing but to know" is an unprofitable
curiosity that distracts the mind from its
one true goal— the knowledge and the love of
God * * * * This view was destined to
dominate the clerical and monastic culture
of the hatin West for many c e n t u r i e s *12
The forces against paganism cannot be outlined with
out making at least passing reference to St* Jerome (3^0? 420) and his illustrious dream*

Jerome, a good story

teller, relates the incident with a nice sense of dramatic
effects
After many nights spent in vigil, after floods
of tears called from my inmost heart, after
the recollection of my past sins, I would once
more take up Plautus* And when at times I
returned to my right mind, and began to read
the prophets, their style seemed rude and re
pellent* I failed to see the light with my
blinded eyes; but I attributed the fault not to
them, but to the sun * * * *' About the middle
of Lent a deep-seated fever fell upon my
weakened body, and while it destroyed my rest
completely— the story seems hardly credible—
it so wasted my unhappy form that scarcely
anything was left on me but skin and bone*
Meantime preparations for my funeral.went on;
my body grew gradually colder, as .the warmth ,
of life lingered only in my throbbing breast*'
Suddenly I was caught up in the spirit and
dragged before the judgment seat of the
Judge; and here the light was so bright, and
those who stood around were so radiant, that I

- ■
Yorks

12* Christopher Dawson, The Making of Europe (New
World, 1956), p* 70=

east myself upen the ground and did not dare to
look up0 Asked who and what I was, I replied:
”1 am a ChristianoF But He who presided said:
w$hou llest, thou art a follower of Cicero and
not of Christo For where thy:treasure is, there
will thy heart he also 0 o » oM Accordingly 1
made oath and called upon His name, saying:
"Lord,, if ever again I possess worldly books, or
if ever again I read such, I have denied Fhee 0"^3
It is not unreasonable to list Pope Gregory (j)W? 6®^) among those who objected to pagan learning and culture„
In the preface to his Heralia and again in a letter to
Desiderius, bishop of Vienne, Gregory condemns anyone who
would lecture on or quote from profane authors„

It is in

this letter also that Gregory made his famous stand against
the study of grammar and rhetoric as subjects unworthy and
unnecessary for the Christian^

Gregory wrote, *For the same

mouth cannot sing the praises of Jupiter and the.praises of
14
Christo"
This is the same man who, according to most
historians, tobk a real pridf in ignoring the niceties of
grammar in his own writing and glorying in the appearance-,
of ignoranceo
But somehow, none of this objection to pagan
^learning seems very convincinge

When one remembers that all

usury of Early
York s Viking, 1943)
ts.nf >til.

Western

■ sszsasuaa

lax LoWo .Laistner, Thought and.:Letters in
>e (Londons Methuen, 1931)s Po 80 0
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©f these figures were highly edmcated=~in the elassieal
pagan tradition,— one is inclined to doubtg perhaps not
their sincerity (after all, some of them are saints3) but,
at least9 their deeply rooted conviction that to be a good
ChristIan required the rejection of the great things of
pagan culture»
Augustine based his philosophic and theologie posi
tion on the groundwork of the existence of a world governed
by rational order— -a profoundly Hellenic concept as well as
a Christian ©ne.

He modeled sections of Be doctrina

Christiana on Cicero°s pattern and illustrated it with
references from the pagan arts 0
demonstrated a liberal spirit0

In these actions he
jEhere is even recorded of

him one of the few positive statements on toleration and
freedom found in this period9 *1 would have no man com15
pelled to believe against his willo”
Even Tertullian allowed that some learning was use
ful and that knowledge of pagan philosophy was better than
no knowledge at

alio

Although he condemned poets9 orators9

and philosophers there is ample evidence that he continued
to read them0 Duchesne sums up Tertullian”s intransigent
reaction to non-Christian learning as being as much

a

1 5 0l:~Eo. Jo. f©akes-Jaekson9 The History of the
Christian Church (Hew Yorks Doran, 192^), Po 5©®°
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,

manifestation of his -uncompromising and contentions person
ality as it was a firm conviction about the absolute de-

16
pravity of the material itself,

Jerome too9 despite his

dream and vow, appeared to have continued to cherish his
classical background,, In all his letters he made copious
references to pagan sources and pointed out at least once
that Christians have much to learn from the perusal of non1?
Christian writers.
In his letter of condolence to
Heliodorus, Jerome extolled the ability of the pagans to
express sorrow and offer comforts
I have perjised those minor works of Plato,
Diogenes, Clitomachus, Carneades, and Posi
donius, in which by book or letter they have
tried at different times to lessen the sorrow
of various persons and to console their grief.
Therefore, even if my own wits were dry, I
could water them from these fountains, They
set before us -men without number as examples,
and particularly Pericles and Socrates8 pupil
Xenophon.18
Tertullian, Augustine, Jerome', Gregory all struggled
with the problem of pagan culture.

All had been educated

along classical lines and all seemed to be torn between
appreciation for the rational, nature of pagan philosophy,

(Londons

l6 o

Duchesne, p. 287.

17-

Laistner, Thought and Letters, p. 28.

18, Jerome, Select Letters, trans. P. A, Wright
Putnam, 1933) 9 pp.^73-75-
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the flew of pagam rhetoric9 the beauty of pagan literature,
and allegiance to the Christian idealo

Gassiodorms

-

^5S5)9 ©n the other hand, while his contributions to Western
education and culture were noteworthy, seemed not to be
faced with the same dilemmao

He lamented the fact that no

where was there opportunity for the study of a Christian
literature comparable to that available for the study of
pagan writingo.

He appeared not to be torn between the two
s

but saw rather a happy marriage between them0

The very title

of his work, A Manual -of. Instruction in Divine and Human
Heading, indicates the direction of his interestss
o 6 o it makes explicit the ,union...of the two cul
tures, Christian and Pagan 0 » „ o Heading, as .
we see, is the basis of Cassiodorus8s curriculum0
Divine reading holds the foremost place? the goal
of monastic education is this knowledge of theo
logy, Holy Scripture, and Church history, but for
the proper-mnderstanding-.bf— these matters .the
study of the artes liberales must precede* In
treating the latter,/ he first gives a sketch of
the seven arts «'
o and then appends a list of
the most important treatises on the different
subjects*19
The work of Sto Ambrose (3#0? - ?397) lends further
credence to the opinion that these early teachers and leaders
were ^liberal** in their attitude o

One of his principal works,

De officiis ministrorum, is not only modeled after Cicero8s
De offloiis but has as its purpose to show that Christian

Wo

Hand, pp0 2^2-430

writiiagS”"Holy Seriptmre and the liTes of the Saints— are
the extension of the directives found in the pagan ethioal
20
system.
Within the Chur©h9 then, there seemed to exist two
atti tudes $ one, a vigorous cleavage of the new from the old,
the other, an attempt at compromise and. amalgamation using
pagan philosophy 'and literature as the foundation for
Christian theologyo

Through men like Jerome, Augustine,

Tertullian, Gregory, Cassiodorms, Ambrose— like Clement,
Cyprian, l*actantius— the two streams of knowledge, classical
and Biblical, came together to form the culture of the
Middle Ages.. Evidence exists for both toleration and sup
pression on the basis of the Christian attitude toward nonChristian learning, but the weight of lasting opinion leans
toward freedomo

This trend continues in those relatively

unproductive years between 60© and I©©©.

#f this time

Knowles Says:
o o o from AoBo 60© to 100© the cultural history of
western Europe is...a series of attempts, far separated
in time and space, to recreate the glories of past
ages by amassing and imitating their learning and
literature o . . . The ancients are a marvel? all
knowledge comes from them? they are the only models?
to imitate and reproduce them is the only hope.
Alcuin and his Anglo-Saxon masters went a stage
furthers the liberal arts are not the work of man,
but of God, who has created them as a part of
nature for men to find and develop 0 The ancients

20o

Cassidy, p. 120»

did this; how much more eagerly and success
fully should a Christian do so!21
When the universities share in the cultural awakening of the
High Kiddie Ages9 it is with no positive repudiation of the ^
classical tradition, but on the contrary9 with an already
well-developed synthesis stretching from Aristotle to
Haomas„

1

/

21 o

David Knowles, pp0l 67-680

CHAPTEE III
FREEDOM II THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES
Dividing history Into time periods is always a
danger ©ms and never a wholly satisfactory teehniqme => To
farther subdivide periods with limitations such as "early,*'
"high,M or "late." is even more questionable and unrewarding<
But some compromise must be made with the ideal, and the
succession of totally different conditions and situations
found within the usual dates of the Middle Ages makes the
method, however unkistorieal, necessary«' Strayer in his
work on the period. The Middle Ages: 39.3-156Qo says, "By
115® a great renaissance, the truest renaissance Europe has
ever known, was in full swing . *- . ,

In another hundred
1
years medieval, civilization had reached its heighto"
In .
.

his book, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century„ Charles

>

.

Haskins says-, "The twelfth century left its signature on
higher education, on the scholastic philosophy, on

lo Joseph Strayer and Dana d 0 Munro, The Middle.
Ages: 395-1500 (lew York:" Appleton~Century~Crofts, 1959)
p= 162='
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European systems of law, on architecture and sculpture, on
2
the liturgical drama, on Latin and vernacular poetry,^
Systematically showing that in the fields of trade, in
dustry, municipal life, education, art, and literature,
another historian, Lynn Thorndike, sets apart the tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth centuries as a period of unprecedented
revival and rebirth, of recovery and progress for Western
3
Europe,
Within this central period of the Middle Ages, the
19High^ Middle Ages, a variety of forces interacted to pro
vide a climate suitable to a re-awakening of intellectual
investigation.

Able to develop because of these changed

conditions of economic and social life, and at the same time,
acting as one of the most vitalizing agents of the period
were the universities.

Unique in the twelfth and thir

teenth centuries from the viewpoint of power, influence,
support, freedom, and prestige, these institutions played an
important role in almost every phase of medieval life.

From

them came first the teachers but soon the statesmen,^ diplo
mats, financiers, and churchmen whose knowledge and power
would influence every aspect of life.

Blessed, at first,

2, Charles Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth
Century (Cambridge! Harvard University Press, 1927), p,
viii,
3, Lynn Thorndike, The History of Medieval Europe
(Boston? Houghton Mifflin, T9^97%

(
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with the protection of both the rising national forces and
the still powerful papal and imperial authority, they
existed for a "golden age" outside of and apart from the
power struggle of the rest of Europe and were able to exert
a tremendous influence upon the subsequent development of
the Westo.

It has been said that the medieval universities

"affected the progress and intellectual development of
Europe more powerfully, or perhaps rather more exclusively,
'i
.4
than any schools in all likelihood will ever do a g a i n * "
Bashdall claims that the university was the greatest ini
'
5
’telleetual achievement of the entire Middle Ages =
Finally
Professor Previte~Orton competently sums up the position and
power of the universities when he writesi
It is hard to overrate the influence of the Univer
sities on the life of the central Middle Ages,
which gave rise to the dictum that there were
three powers to guide the world, the Sacerdotium,
the Begum, and the Studlum* As corporate bodies
they were potent, the makers of public opinion*
The theology of the Western Church .was largely
shaped at Paris, and the Canon Law, if not
created at Bologna, was taught by its doctors and
applied by their pupils, for both Boman and Canon
Law wherever taught were the training-ground of
lawyers in every country save England, where
nevertheless the Canon Law was enforced in the
Courts Christian* When the Great Schism dis
rupted Europe, it was the University of Paris

4.

Ibid** op* 433-36*

5* Hastings Bashdall, The Universities of Europe in
the Middle Agos (ed* F* M* Powiekei Cxfords Clarendon Press,

f
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whleh took the lead of the more than halfpolitical Coneiliar Movement In debate and in
action* The universities were the homes of
the advance in creative thought which was dis
played in "’Scholasticism0* Finally, there is
their educative influence on those who had
undergone even a part of their training= They
formed a large proportion of the men who
directed affairs„ It was chiefly through
the universities that poor men, and even
younger sons of nobles, rose to power and in
fluence o They stocked the newly forming
bureaucracies of Church and State = Although
the numbers of students have been much exag
gerated, they bear witness to the enormous
intellectual enthusiasm of their time *®
The. issue here to be discussed is the extent or
limitation of freedom of intellectual endeavor within this
early university community*

Were scholars of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries free to speculate, to question, to
examine, to doubt? or were they forced to restrict their
investigations for fear of reprisals?

It is not hard to

find opinions maintaining that the latter situation pre
vailed*

Philosopher Cresson"s whole thesis as quoted in
■ •7
Chapter II of thid paper is am obvious illustration*
Comments like, ’’The Middle Ages had no cognizance either of
8
freedom of thought or of respect for personality,” are

CL W* Previte-Orton, -The Shorter Cambridge
Medieval History (Cambridge:. Cambridge University Press,
7*
S*
(Londons

See p* 13*
Maurice de fulf* Sistory of Medieval
Longmans, Green, 1926),

frequently found in discussions of this periods

Others have

held thats
The Medieval schoolmen turned aside from the
.hard path of skepticism,, long searchings9 and in
vestigations of actual phenomena and confidently
believed that they could find truth by the easy
way of revelation and the elaboration of un
questioned dogmao9
As Christian dogma and the Christian epic
were almost wholly anti-scientific9 and as devia
tion from this accepted body, of knowledge was as
hazardous as it was unlikely, it can readily be
seen that science had little opportunity to exist,
had other circumstances been favorable»3-®
Some have contended that the monastic life was
an impulse to scientific activity and have pointed
to the example of scientific achievements by monks
from the time of.Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon
to Gregor Mendel, but it must not be forgotten that
the scholarly and scientific activities of the monks
were incidental to their avowed concentration on
spiritual matterso Indeed, one may go further and
say that all the scientific activity they carried
on was consciously or unconsciously a complete
negation of the basic 'Justification of the monastic
career
Admittedly, this view has gradually been supplanted
by a more realistic or understanding evaluation of medieval
dogmatismo

It is not hard to find modern scholars who up

hold the opinion that, relatively speaking, freedom and in
dependence of thought were nurtured and respected by Church,
/

state, and university during this peri©do

Meyriek Carre

9» Henry Elmer Barnes, •She Historical Background
of....Medieval Intellectual Interests,• ThePedagogical
Seminaryo XXIX (June 9 If22) , 125 =
10= Ibidoc p= 133o
11= Ibldo= p= 12?o

"
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grants a certain liberality to medieval institutionso

Gem-

menting on the universities,, he maintains that despite their
adherence to dogmatism and their apparent opposition to in
vestigation, they contributed much to the encouragement of
intellectual development.

In rather grudging praise he

continuess
They were the greatest encouragement to subtlety,
industry and thoroughness, and their tendency
toward speculation was primarily responsible for
the modern spirit of inquiry and rationality,12

i
Priedrich Heer considers the universities of the
Middle Ages the building blocks of all modern knowledgelasting blocks— because $ among other characteristics, they
were free.

He writess

The university, and the intelleetualism it nur
tured , is a specifically European phenomenon.
In the universities were laid the foundations
of the scientific culture of our modern world, ,in
them grew up the habit of disciplined thinking,
followed by systematic investigation, which made
possible the rise of the natural sciences and of
the technical civilization necessary to large in
dustrial societies , , , ,. But the universities
were also oases of freedom, where all those
questions which elsewhere were suppressed and
forbidden were discussed with.what hostile critics
described as brazen impudence, One would be hard
put to it to think of any thorny problem touching
God, the world, the Church, Christianity and
dogma, which was not posed in its basic and

12, ley rick H, Carre, The ..-Intellectual Vitality
of the Middle Ages,^ The Hippert Journal, XXIX (January,
1931)$ 284,
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essential form in the universities of the thir
teenth and fourteenth eenturies013
Charles Haskins$ whose competence in this period is
almost unquestioned9 holds strongly to the view that the
""'medieval scholar was free of intellectual re strain to

He

writess
Any account of medieval philosophy must take into
consideration the matter of intellectual liberty,
the freedom of the thinker to follow his conclusion
to the endo In general, the freedom was far
greater than is commonly believed<> Within the
limits of the doctrines of the Churchs men were
free t© speculate as they would, and these limits
were not felt, as a restriction to the degree, we
might imagine o Teachers of law and medicine9 of
grammar and logic, of mathematics and astronomy,
did not find themselves held down by prescribed
rules o .o' o
Her, In the absence of the social
sciences, were there any of those conflicts with
civil authority which have disturbed writers on
these subjects in recent times* When Bury speaks
of the Biddle Ages as .%a millennium in which reason
was enchained, thought was enslaved, and knowledge
made no progress” he goes far beyond the facts of
the case*!^

>

And lastly, James Wo Thompson,, in his work on the
Middle Ages, quotes from GoRoSo Harris” study of Duns Seotus
to this effects
C,

"

/•

At the height of its maturity, medieval thought
developed a latitude which is truly surprising;
the speculations of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries contain a diversity which quite belies
the notion of any orthodoxy rigorously imposed

13° Friedrich yHeer, The Medieval World (Hew York:
World Book, If62), p p 0 235s 241?
l4o

Haskins, p 0 3^@°
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from withouto On the other hand, it is un
deniable that the dogmas of the Ghuroh exereised
an inflmenoe whieh was paramounto But this in
fluence was psychological rather than authorita
tive in the sense of external eompulsiono15
In modern history, then, there are two conflicting
points of viewo

The terms have long been set, and for

every proponent of medieval intolerance brought forth, an
advocate of medieval freedom can be produced as a balance o
One view is of a period of intellectual stagnation because
Church and state, predominantly Church, controlled and
limited the areas of thought which man might explore»

The

other picture presents ,a period of relative freedom where
scholars might speculate and question unrestricted so long,
at least, as their investigations remained academic and did
not become part of popular movements considered heretical»
Obviously, there is some truth on both sides of the question.
In an effort to find more conclusive evidence $ it is neces
sary to examine within the limitations set down by language,
time, and available records, the actual Indications of free
dom or restriction within the intellectual community of the
period0
Two reservations must be kept in mind in the examina
tion

of this and of the later periods =

The first is that

15o GoloSo Harrls.0..Dun ..Scotus.,-.10
cited in
James Westfall Thompson, The Middle Ages: 3Q0-15QQ (lew
York: Knopf, 1921), II,

laws are made more often to restrain than to liberate =
Hen©e9 the most prevalent legislation will be the kind that
prohibits$ condemns, and punishes0

This fact ean be mis

leading in that it ean cause one to overrate the importance
or frequency of such laws 0

As our news agencies today re

late the story of the exception rather than of the rule $ so
too, the history of the Middle Ages contains the accounts
of those thinkers who either rightly or wrongly9 for a
variety of reasons, were interfered witho

Only by inference

can it be determined that these were not necessarily typical
easeso

History seldom records the account of conventional

activityo
Secondly, in evaluating the freedom of thought
existing in these centuries, it is essential to judge this
freedom in relation to the times and circumstanceso

It has

been said that each individual is as free as he feels himself
to be0

By the standards of twentieth century America, few

ages in the past have been very free 0

We ean no more

evaluate medieval freedom by our democratic concept of the
liberties we demand today, than we judge medieval hygiene by
our modern devotion to cleanlinesso

Stewart Easton presents

the case well when he says, wWe must rather regard the past
in the light of its own system, and its own assumptionsi or
.

16

we,-shall.be, gullty of the sin of presentmindedness»
l6 o .....Stewart.Go Easton, Roger Bacon and His Search
for a Universal Science .(Hew Yorks Columbia University
Press’, 1952) , Po lo

It cannot be denied that there was censorship, in
terference, even persecution stemming from the intellectual
activity of the period*

Although the universities were

theoretically free and were undoubtedly privileged institu
tions, they depended for their freedom upon the good favor
of king or bishop o r .pope»

When the schools ceased to re

flect the wishes of their patrons, there was a corresponding
drop in their importance and prestige*

This in itself was

a certain curb on the unrestricted independence of the
university community*

The decrees of the University of

Paris contain certain passages which seem to limit the com
plete independence of teachers to speculate on matters
concerned with the Faith*

The following statute was passed

against the faculty of arts in 1272$
All should know that we masters * * * decree and
ordain that no master or bachelor of our faculty
should presume to determine or even to dispute
any purely theological question, as concerning
the Trinity and Incarnation and similar matters,
since this would be..transgressing the limits
assigned him * * * * We decree further and or
dain that, if anyone shall have disputed at Paris
any question which seems to touch both faith and
philosophy, if he shall have determined it con
trary to the faith, henceforth he shall forever
be deprived of our society as a heretic, unless
he shall have been at pains humbly and devoutly ;
to revoke his error and his heresy * * * * If
any master or bachelor of our faculty reads or
disputes any difficult passage or any questions
which seem to undermine the faith, he shall re
fute the arguments or text so far as they are
against the faith or concede that they are
absolutely false and entirely erroneous, and he
shall not presume to dispute or lecture further
upon this sort of difficulties, either in the

text ©r in authorities tmt shall pass over them
entirely as erroneous „ <,' e
As well as indicating outright prohibition of certain
types of

inquiry

and discussion, this decree lends credence

to the idea that the doctrine of the two truths was, of
necessity, employed by philosophers and theologians who
wandered outside their appointed fields of study«

The.

whole problem of the two-fold truth will be taken up later,
but the implication of its use seems fairly obvious here«
Further evidence of this sort of prohibition is seen in a
slightly later document, the oath taken by those incepting
in Arts in 1280o

In part, the oath states:

Also, as long as you shall teach in arts, you will
dispute no purely theological question, for ex
ample, concerning the Trinity * „ „ „ And if you
chance to. discuss any question which has to do
with the faith and philosophy, you will settle it
in favor of the faith, and answer the arguments
contrary to the faith as it shall seem to you they
should be answered»3-°
This constantly reiterated command to decide any difference
of opinion in favor of religion, should a conflict with theo
logy arise, gives substance to the accusation that the
Church demanded blind and obedient faith and discouraged

17o Chartularium universitatis Barislensis0 I, 4995009 quoted by Lynn Thorndike, University Records and Life
in the Middle Ages (Mew York: Columbia University Press,
1944T7 PP° 85"llb
w
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logic and reason? that the Church was willing to bend the
truth to fit the dogmas set down0

It is met hard to imagine

how a text like Abelard0s Sic et Mon would fare under such a
system*
From another decree issued by the University of
Paris in 12769 it is apparent that speculation and disputa
tion on forbidden topics did take place and that the uni
versity authorities took steps to regulate and prevent its
spread *

The prohibition against secret or private meetings

carries with it all manner of implications about the inter
ference with study and teaching *

The word ^henceforth-*

within the decree about to be quoted Implies the existence
of private teaching of a possibly heretical natures or at
least on subjects skirting narrowly the forbidden area*
Hence it is that we, noting that secret con
venticles for teaching are forbidden by canon
law and hostile to wisdom, whose professors we
are * * * by common consent decree and likewise
ordain that no master or bachelor, of whatever
faculty he be, shall henceforth agree to lecture
in private places on texts because of the many
dangers which, may result therefrom, but in com
mon places where all can gather and give a
faithful report of what is taught there9 ex
cepting only grammatical and logical texts in
which there can be me presumption*19
Just what methods the university authorities used to detect
such unorthodox private meetings, or even the exact definition
of a private as opposed to a public place was not spelled out.

1.9o

IbLdo, I, 53B-39, quoted by Thorndike9 pp*.102-3»

M t tke limitation is very elearly there«,
Possibly the most famous condemnation or censoring
act of the medieval period was that passed against
Aristotle's works»

Long unknown and lost to western

scholars9 these texts entered the West at the turn of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, translated by the Arabs
and interpreted by theJAverroists 0 As such, the original
teachings of Aristotle were adulterated or augmented or
interpreted by a variety of intermediate philosophers be
fore they reached Paris,

First in 1210$ and again i n .123!»

12^59 and 1263, the then known works of Aristotle were pro
hibited from use in the lectures of Parisian professors.
While the later decrees did permit some use of Aristotelian
writing, the works were not to be studied until they had
been.purged of error, with a committee of clerics determin
ing the mistakes to be removed,

So distorted were these

Arabie-Latin translations of Aristotle that finally Thomas
Aquinas, probably at the request of Pope Urban IV who had
imposed the 1263 ban, took steps to obtain more correct
versions,

Thomas appealed to his fellow Dominican and a

distinguished scholar in his own right, William of Moerbeke
(1215? -.1286) who later became bishop of Corinth,

William

undertook a complete translation of the works of Aristotle,
for some portions, the first translation from the

2©
Greeko

With these mere authentic translations available9

Biomas could interpret the Philosopher unmarred by later
Averroistic influenceso

Although the action of restoring

the original version was a worthy one in itself, the pro
hibition was still an interference with the study of the
Averrolst°s interpretation of Aristotleo

These restrictions

were made by local councils and legates but they were re
newed and upheld by the papacy for more than fifty years0
likewise, even though the decrees were meant only for the
University of Paris, the influence and importance of that
school as the seat of philosophical and theological excel
lence could not help but affect the spread of this new
learning.o

What was in ill repute there would not be held in

high esteem in other schools,

David Knowles points out in

his study of medieval philosophy that these condemnations
1
■.
and decrees seem to have been effective. He writes that
existing records and examinations and lectures from the
University of Paris between 123© and 124© show no evidence
that the works on natural philosophy were studied or dis
cussed,

Treatment of Aristotle during those years was eon21
fined almost exclusively to the Ethics,
..

..

-2.©-o. Maurice de Wulf, ?9William of loerbeke, n The
-Catholic Enoyclonedia, ed, Charles G, Herbermamn, X? (1912),
634,
21,

Knowles, p, 228,

w
A sufficient number of. eases can be cited to show
that censorship; prohibition, silencing— at times by strenu
ous means— -were by no means unknown during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries => A generally widespread feeling of
freedom to question, and doubt seemed to be developing; so
much so that complaints reached the papacy that order was
disappearing and confusion in the academic world was on the
increaseo

At the end of the twelfth century. Bishop Stephen

of Touraai appealed to the papacy saying t
The studies of sacred letters among.us are fallen
into the workshop of confusion,.while both dis
ciples applaud novelties alone and,.masters watch
out for glory rather than learning 0 They every
where compose new and recent summulae and com
mentaries, by which they attract, detain, and
deceive their hearers, as if the works of the
holy fathers were not still sufficient, who,
we read, expounded holy scripture in the same
spirit in which we believe the apostles and
prophets composed it «, *. , , Contrary, to the
sacred canons there is public disputation as to
the incomprehensible deity; concerning the in
carnation of the Word,, verbose flesh and blood
irreverently litigateso The indivisible Trinity
is cut up and wrangled over in the trivia, so
that now there are as many errors as doctors, as
many scandals, as classrooms, as many, blasphemies
as squares o o «, o All these things, father,
call for the hand of apostolic correction, that
the disorder in teaching, learning and dis
puting may be reduced to due form by your
authority, that the divine word be not cheapened
by vulgar handling, that it be not said on the
street corners, i$Lo, Christ is here,** or *'lo.
He is there,** lest what is holy be given to dogs
and pearls be trodden under foot by swine»22

•' ...
22o
pp0 22-24o

Ghartularinm<, I, ^7-48, quoted by Thorndike,

Here, certainly9 is explicit eppesitien t© the speculation
and investigation of hitherto sacrosanct subject matter»
Specifically9 other than the condemnation of
Aristotle0s works already mentioned, other examples which
are here presented indicate the manner of the interference
and controlo

In 12$6S Pope Alexander IT issued a btdl

condemning the work of one William of Saint-Amour of Paris
whose writing sharply criticized the condition of the
.23
f
Ghureh and the favor shown the mendicant orders0
Siger
of Brabant, a Master of Arts at Paris and an outstanding
Averroistic foe of Thomas Aquinasg was examined by Stephen
Tempier, bishop of Paris, in 1277s and Siger0s opinions were
.2A
among the two hundred and nineteen items condemnedo
Earlier, in 127®$ this same Stephen had condemned thirteen
specific errors being taught at the University of Paris„
Among these were the opinions that the intellect of all men
is one and the same, that man wills or chooses by necessity,
that the world is eternal, that Chad cannot give immortality
■
25
to a mortal thingo
Arnold of Tillanova was another
medieval scholar whose writings met opposition«

Primarily

.
, 23.0. George Haven Putnam, The Censorship of the
Church of Borne (lew York: Putnam, 1906), I, 2Ao
iAo Lynn Thorndike, History of Magic and
Exoefimental Science (lew Yorks Columbia University Press,
1923-1956), I, 709o
25o
pp0 80-810

Ghartularium0 I, #6-87$ quoted by Thorndike,

/
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a xaedioal writer, he ran afenl of the theology faemlty of
Paris in 1299V

le ©onfessed to heresy eoneerning his pre

dictions of an antl-Shrist, bmt later appealed to Home for
a re turn of his possessions, maintaining that his confession
.26
had been extorted from him by force.
'

.

Less obvions manifestations of interference, bat
certainly evidence that it was prudent at times not to be
venturesome in matters philosophical, comes from the writing
of Adelard of Bath*

At the beginning of his Natural

Questions* he explained that because of the ^prejudice of
the present generation against any modern discoveries,M he
would not claim as his own any. new ideas, but attribute them
to someone else*

As he put it, "I am aware what misfortune
27
pursues the professors of truth among the common., crowd *^
It would seem not too far fetched, therefore, to interpret
Adelard0s statement here as indication that those who pro
posed new theories met with some contradiction or even with
some danger*
She celebrated teacher, William of Conches, early in
the twelfth century was also forced to abdicate his position
as a theologian*

He found it necessary to challenge his

opponents, mainly Saint Bernard and William of Saint

26 0

Ibid o'* II, 87=909 quoted by Biomdlke, p* 128 *

27*

Cited by Thorndike, History of Magic0 I., 25*
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TheodoriCs t© prove him gmilty of heresy and net just ©f
new ideas9 before condemning him*

Although not formally

silenced9 he seems "voluntarily” to have retired from theo
logy and metaphysics and limited his investigations to the
,28
field of science *
Among the individuals whose influence was greatest
upon the universities and therefore /upon intellectual life
in this period were three men* only one of whom was actually
part of the university community*

Peter Abelard preceded

the foundation of the university9 but his place as one of
the most powerful influences upon the development of medieval
intellectual life cannot be questioned o'

lashdall evaluates

him thus:
Most emphatically it must be asserted that univer
sities^ even in their most rudimentary forms did
not exist till at least a generation after Abelard0
But Abelard inaugurated the intellectual movement
out of which they eventually sprang = The method of
inquiry and of teaching of which he was the origina
tor was the method which essentially characterized
the teaching of the medieval universities * * * *
Even from the point of view of external organiza
tion Abelard may in a sense be said to inaugurate
the university movement 0 * * » It was the cathe
dral school in which Abelard had taught— the
Cathedral School of Paris— which eventually de
veloped into the earliest and greatest university
of northern Europe *' Abelard 9 though not in any
strict sense the founder9 was at least the in
tellectual progenitor of the University of Paris0*9

28*

de Wulf j 1 9 1556

29,

Bashdallg l s 43*
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Roger Bacon operated, along side the universityo

though his

status as a Francisean friar prevented him from complete
identification with the schools9 certainly he and his work
belong within the community of intellectuals of the High
Kiddle Ages0

Lastly, of course9 is Thomas Aguimas9 leading

teacher of the University of Paris =

It is by an examination

of the Intellectual activities of these three men in parti
cular that the evidence of intolerance and interference can
be most vividly demonstrated„
According t® Ralph Sraness who wrote an introduction
to Abelardes The Story of Ky Misfortunes* Abelard0s per
sonality, ability, and opinions aroused partisanship so
.3®
violent that we can hardly comprehend its force today*

The

freedom with which Abelard thought and his ability to attract
followers from among his (and other people9s) pupils seemed
to be as much a cause of his rejection as the specific stands
he took in relation to the realist-nominalist controversy,
although it was his book.On the Trinity which brought about
his formal condemnation at the Council of Soissons*

If this

is so, it indicates more positively an atmosphere of narrow
ness than does even the condemnation of heretical teachings,
for it implies that thinking was held in suspicion even when

3®o Peter Abelard, The Story of My Mis fortunes*
trams* Henry A* Bellows (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press,
9
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mnaeoompanied Tdj proven heresy»

However9 it was his theo

logical teachings which were the actual reason for the
action taken against him*

It was the Council of Sens in

1140 which finally condemned and silenced Abelard =

By way

of illustrating the matter of the objections to his teach
ing, the following were called errors by the Council whose
decision was later upheld by Pope Innocent IIs

that the

Father is complete power, the Son a certain power, the Holy
Spirit no poweri that God neither ought nor is He able to
prevent evil; that the power of binding and loosing was
31
given to the Apostles only, not to their successorso
Boger Bacon, one of the few in his age to evince a '
true scientific attitude, met with an avalanche of criticism
and opposition^

His astrological ideas were rejected by

fempier in that bishop®s famous condemnation of 1277o

His

religious superiors denounced his scientific teachings and
3%
prevented his further communication with his studentso
He
fell under the general proscription of the decree of the
Council of Harbonne which forbade any Franciscan to publish
without prior inspection by the higher superiors of the

31o Henry Denzinger, The Sources of Catholic Dogma«
transo Hoy Jo Deferrari (St0 Louiss Herder, 1957Js PP« '15©51 o
32o Paul.Lacroix, Science and Literature in the
Middle Ages and at the .Period of the Renaissance (lew Yorks
Appleton, <.1878).., p 0 89„

eommunityo
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Biis restrietion, in itself9 could be inter

preted by some as a very real type of interference with
intellectual freedom»

Lastlyg although Bacon was a

personal friend of Pope Clement IV who in 1266 ordered
Bacon to complete his ©nus Magnum despite the Franciscan
prohibition, such friendship with people in high places did
not save Bacon from public condemnation by the Franciscan
superior general, Jerome of•Aseoli, in 1270, and from im34
prisonment until his death in 1292o
If further proof be needed that the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries nourished a certain intolerance and
narrowness of approach, it can be found in the attitude of
some of his, contemporaries towards the greatest of medieval
schoolmen, Thomas Aquinas o

Mot even he was spared the sus

picion of heresy and the threat of silencingo

Engaged ip a

struggle to combat the Averroistic teaching of Siger of
Brabant— on an intellectual rather than an authoritative
level— Thomas had, even while defending the orthodoxy of
the Church, to battle the opposition of the Augustin!an
school led by Stephen Tempier.

In 1270 Thomas was forced

to defend his position before Stephen in a solemn

; 33* _ Theophilus Witzel, "Roger Bacon," The Catholic
Encyclopedia«, edo Charles Go Herbermann, XIII (1912), 1110
' ■;
'
'j ' ■
34o de Wulf, II, 135o
..

disputation against John Peekham9 the Franciscan regent of
studieso

35

This same Stephen had summoned Thomass along

with Siger and Boethius of Dacia to appear and answer charges
of heresyo

Although Stephen was not successful in proving

error in Thomas® teaching, the action served further to
estrange Thomas from many of his fellow Dominicans on the
faculty of theology at PariSo

Leader in the Dominican

group in the opposition to Thomas was Robert Kilwardby,
Archbishop of Canterbury, who censured some of Thomas6
writings even while Thomas was still alive to defend them*
After his death in 12?4, both Tempier and Kilwardby de
clared heretical certain Thomistie propositions concerning
the oneness of the substantial form in the individual, the
latter bishop even granting an indulgence to all who would
36
join in the condemnationo
Later, In 1282, at a general
chapter of the Franciscans held at Strassburg, the Summa

37
of Thomas was banned from Franciscan schools»
The following somewhat statistical or, at least,
chronological summary of medieval condemnations by papal
direction serves to emphasize the considerable weight which

35° Milliam Ragsdale Cannon, History of Christian
ity. in the Middle Ages (New York: Abingdon Press, I960),
ppo" 259" 61 o........................... ....
360 Reginald I 0 Coffey, ..The Man from locca Sicca
(Milwaukee? Bruce, 19^2)» P° 98o
. .......
37° John Bagnell Bury-et a l e , The Cambridge
Medieval History* Vole VI: Victory of the Papacy (New York:
Macmillan, 1929), p= 713°

ean be given to the theory that intellectual activity was
net free during the Middle Ages o’, fhis is by no means a
complete list and does not consider condemnations by lesser
clerical direction0
112©

i

1140

A synod at Seissons compelled Abelard to
burn his treatise9 Xmtrodmctio in
fheologiamo
•
^
Innocent II ordered the burning of the
writings of Abelard and of Arnold of Brescia,
and the confinement of the two authors in
monasterieso
•
3

1148

A synod at Bheims. condemned four chapters
of the Qommentar.v by Gilbert de La Porree
on the treatise of Boethius s Be Trlnltate 0

1177

Pope Alexander 111 condemned a proposition
of Abelard concerning the humanity of
Ghristo

1215 ■The Lateran Gouncil condemned the same
work 0 It also condemned the tract written
by the Abbot Joachim against Peter Lombardo.
1225

A synod at Sens passed condemnation on the
treatise by-John Seotus Erigena written in
86©9 Be Dlvisiene Maturae 0 Pope lonorius
. confirmed the condemnation and ordered all
copies of the work confiscated under
penalty of excommunieatj. on=

1231

Pope Gregory IX wrote to the University of
Paris' directing the prohibition of the
Libri Maturales of Aristotle9 as condemned
by the Provincial Goumcil, until purged 0

1256

Pope Alexander VI condemned the writings of
William of Sto A m o u r 03®

38<,

Putnam9 I? 65-67; Benzinger, pp0 153» 181°
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The existence of the theory of the two-fold truth
is a further indication of a possible spirit of intolerance
during the High Middle Ages0’ Teaching in a period when new
ideas of any sort were often suspect9 every scholar faced
the real possibility of falling into disfavor with the more
orthodox$ the more powerful9 the more vocal9 or the more in
fluential groupso

Many writers and teachers9 particularly

the AverroistSj, supposedly attempted to safeguard them
selves from ecclesiastical censure by propounding the theory
of two-fold truths

that the conclusions of philosophy fol

low from principles of natural reason9 while those of
theology follow from revelation0

Since the source is

different in each case, the conclusions of philosophy can
be contradictory to these of theology and still be true0
Apparent father of this idea was Siger of Brabant<> He drew
a distinction between the truths of revelation and philo
sophical conclusionso

His aim* according.to Gordon Leff9

was s,to discover simply what the philosophers and es
pecially Aristotle have thought, even if by chance the
thought of philosophy did not conform with truth
1

[revelation]

and if revelation had provided our souls with
39
conclusions which natural reason could not demonstrateo”

39o Gordon Leff9 Medieval Thoughts Sto Augustine
to Ockham (Baltimores Penguin Books, 1958) 9 p<» 229»
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Whether it aetmally worked is another qmestiono

Eeff0s

eoimnents seem to indicate that the separation certainly had
effectss M t on philosophy and faith rather than on indi..40
vidualso
Knowles thinks it very possible that after
Bishop !£empierBs condemnation in 12669 some of the faculty
of philosophy at Paris may well have used the "double truth"
41
to justify their former positionsc
Paul Tignaux in his
study on medieval philosophy points out that among the
propositions condemned in 1277 was the ©net. "There is no
more noble state than to occupy oneself with philosophy*
Only philosophers are wise*"

From this he seems to under

stand that this effort to separate philosophy9 to treat its
truths on a different plane from those of revelation9 was
both a real attempt and an attempt considered dangerous
42
enough to condemn*
©n the other hand9 it is the opinion
of Etienne Gilson that the theory was not actually used*
Gilson states?
lot a single one among these men would have ever
admitted that two sets of conclusions9 the one
in philosophy9 the other in theology9 could be9
at one and the same time9 both, absolutely contra
dictory and absolutely true * * *
I have not

40o

Ibldo

4lo

Knowles9 p= 223°

42o Paul Vignaux9 Philosophy in the Middle Ages?
An Introduction (Cleveland? World Publishing 0oO9 195977
P o

8 9 o
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yet'been, able to find a single medieval philo
sopher professing the doetrine of the two-fold
trmtho Their aetmal position was a mmeh less
patently contradictory and a .mmeh less un
thinkable one o' As so many men who cannot
reconcile their reason with their faith, and
yet want them both, the Averroists were keep
ing both philosophy and Revelation., with a ..
watertight separation between them* Let us,
therefore, take philosophy for what it Is; the
knowledge of what man would hold as true, if
absolute truth had not been given to him by
the divine Revelation<>73 ..
Somehow, what Gilson says was not the two-fold truth seems
to be a most accurate definition of it*

However, whether

or not there was widespread use of the theory need not be
settled conclusively here0

The very fact that such a theory

existed at the time indicates that there must have been some
need for a protection against the accusation of heresy<>
From relatively insignificant writers such as Arnold
of Tillaneva to scholars as great as Thomas; from early in
the twelfth century to the end of the thirteenth; by decree
of local bishop and order of reigning pope; through con
demnation, retraction, imprisonment, or even death, forces
within the medieval period sought to legislate scholarship
and learningo

It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore,

that there did, indeed, exist at this time, some spirit of
limitation and interference with intellectual speculation,
particularly in areas of thought wherein theological

4-3o

Gilson, Reason and Revelation, pp 0 58=600
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matters were bromght tmder discussiono
However9 despite the obvious and serious examples
of academic restriction discussed here,, it is not valid, at
least, not yet, to assume that the High Middle Ages was a
period characterized by stifling limitations on intel
lectual freedom'*

fflae most obvious and convincing proof of

a climate of freedom is the very existence of controversies
over theological, scientific, and philosophical ideas or
theorieso

Friedrich Heer, in his discussion of intel

lectual! sm and the universities calls the medieval Wniversity
of Paris s,the battle field of all the most significant in:In
tellectual conflicts of the age°
It is the existence of
this open and enthusiastic conflict which best demonstrates
the actual liberty of the medieval scholars0

Where no free

dom exists, no battle of conflicting ideas can possibly take
placeo
These universities, of which Paris is the most notable
example, appeared to be relatively spontaneous developments *
They were not, at any rate, bodies deliberately created by
Church or state, but rather were voluntary arrangements be
tween masters with a desire to teach and students with a
desire to learn=

At their start, then, they were free from

domination by any interest group*

AA,

Heer, p* 245°

The civil and religious

differences soon to break upon Europe certainly were en
countered as ideas in these schools =

In this respect9 the

very freedom of the universities encouraged the pluralistic
society which has followed the medieval period9 be it good
or bade

Possibly to the chagrin of the teacherss the uni

versities unleashed the spirits of humanism, rationalism*
skepticism, religious reform and revolt, political up
heaval, and all the other

radical” ideas which have

Changed the medieval mind into the modern mind.

'

For, in truth, the university of the twelfth and
even the thirteenth centuries exercised, in a practical
fashion, a significant degree of freedom of action,

A

decree of the Third Lateran Council in 1179 ordered that
no one be prohibited from teaching provided he could
A5
qualify for the license,
A Bull in 1212 from Pope
•

Innocent III further defined the freedom which the univers
ities exercised in admitting professors.

The chancellor of

the university was required, under the terms of this bull,
to grant the license to teach gratuitously, and to grant
it to all candidates recommended by a majority of the
masters in any of the faculties.

These provisions were

made permanent in 1215 when Robert Curzon, the cardinal,
drew up a permanent Code of Statutes for the University of

45=

Chartularium, I, 10, quoted by Thorndike, p, 21,

Pari So

There exist a whole series of actions taken "by

the university against the chancellor from time to time,
hut the general result is that for the period of the High
Middle Ages and even beyond, the faculties of the univers
ities maintained, and were supported by papal assistance,
their right to admit to teaching those whom they thought
suited and to exclude others at their own dlscretiono

This

realization is important for the ability to exclude from
the office of teacher on some technicality of "certificatlon" has often been— in past and present times— a powerful
tool .in the hands of those who wished to restrict or
restraino

Robert Hutchins goes so far as to claim that:

The university corporations of .the Middle Ages
at the height of their power were not responsible,
to anybody, in the sense that they could not be
brought to brook by any authority* They claimed, .
and succeeded in making their claim good, complete
independence of all secular and religious control*^7
Charles Haskins has studied the documents of the. Uni
versity of Paris during the thirteenth century with the ex
press purpose of finding in them evidence of limitations on
the freedom of teaching *

He cites several condemnations of

errors and conflicts between various schools of thought, but
in the face of the inconsequential and isolated nature of

46*
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these errors 9 eomes to the eoneltision that the evidence is
meagreo

He eonclndes his study by stating:

With ihese as the only notable examples of inter-*
ference with free teaching at the storm centre of
theological speculation in the most active period
of its history9 we must infer that there was a
large amount of actual freedom o' Trouble arose
almost entirely out of what was.deemed theological
heresy$ or undue meddling with theological subjects
by those who lacked theological trainingo Those,
who stuck to their job seem generally to have been
let alone o = V 0 Even within the more carefully
guarded field of theology and philosophy, it is
doubtful whether many found themselves cramped.
Accepting the principle of authority as their
starting point, men did not feel its limitations
as we should feel them now0 A fence is no
obstacle to those who do not desire to go out
side, and many barriers that would seem in
tolerable to a more sceptical age were not felt as
barriers by the schoolmeno He is free who feels
himself freeo^8
The veritable multitude of philosophical and theo
logical opinions held by the sbhoolmen of this period— most
of whom studied and taught well within the confines of
orthodoxy— -seems to establish the existence of an atmos
phere of freedomo

There was variety of interest, opinion,

emphasis9 all encompassed within the realm of acceptable
teachings

the opposing schools of lonaventure, Thomas

Aquinas, Duns Seotus, as well as the two distinctly different
ideas of mysticism, one popular at Glairvaux and the other
at the Abbey School of Saint Victor in Paris =

Under

48o Charles Homer Haskins, The Else of Universities
(Mew Yorks Henry Holt, 1923)s PP° 74-77°

conditions permitting such divergence, the thirteenth cen
tury he came the era of rival doctrinal schools <, Most of
the prominent teachers were associated with the Augustin!an,
the Aristotelian, or the Ayerroist schools, and with one or
other of the outstanding mendicant orders0 Although the
Averroists fared the worst, no one of these various schools
of thought was ever completely banished during the twelfth
\
or thirteenth centuries0
.

Before leaving the consideration of the universities
in general, it is appropriate to discuss for a moment the
very real respect held by them for human reasono

Contrary

to much later accusation, the acceptance of a defined body
of dogma did not force a uniformity of thought upon medieval
scholarso

To quote Reginald Poole, "There was indeed never

a time when the life of Christendom was so confined within
the hard shell of its dogmatic system that there was no room
left for individual liberty of ©pin!©no”

lead in context,

this statement was not meant by Poole to be particularly
complimentary of medieval thought, but it states a fact,
neverthelesso

As soon as reason became part of the pattern

of man"s thought, a personal choice of argument and judgment
with which .to reconcile reason and faith aroseo

The very

...... k$<>..Reginald Bane_ Poole, Illus trati ons of the
History of Medieval Thought and Beaming (New York: Dover
Publications^"3^9601, P» 3°
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existence of these many arguments seems to indicate that
there was no particular requirement for the relationship
between faith and reason to be uniform.

Within the unity

of dogma, there was divergence of method and understanding.
As Maurice de Wulf explains in his history of medieval
philosophy:
The unity of the scholastic system did not de
stroy originality of thought in its various
'representatives. Scholastic philosophers agreed
concerning the solutions of many organic and
essential questions, and in a certain doctrinal
minimum which distinguishes the scholastic
p
patrimony from every other. But this funda
mental “entente9! did not exclude shades of
difference, or applications, developments, and
interpretations; and it is by these that we can
distinguish between the scholasticism of an
Alexander of Hales and those of a Bonaventure,
Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, or a William of
Occam,50
Far from precluding the use of reason, then, the thought of
many scholars has been that this unity of medieval religion
removed reason from a subservient position, for man could
by his intellect, unaided by divine revelation, demonstrate
the existence of God and know something of His attributes
and His relations to the created world and to man.
Since Peter Abelard, Roger Bacon, and Thomas Aquinas
were cited to prove the existence of some academic limita
tions, it seems just to use these same scholars in an

50,

de Wulf, II, "ll.

effort to establish the existence of relative freedom of
intelleetmal life.

Abelard9 it is true9 was iondemned

more than onoe by Ohmreh authorityg but these condemna
tions were not necessarily and wholly due to intolerance
per seg but, among other reasons, to the necessity for any
organization within society to protect its own existence0
A moment0s digression from the problem of Abelard will
clarify this point=

Some direction and limitation upon

man°s freedom of action and thought are necessary to pro
tect the freedom of the majority against the peculiarities
of the minority, or, if you will, the peculiarities of the
minority against the massed power of the majority*

The (

Church, like the state, is an organization which, in order
to maintain her existence, must define the limits within
which her members may disagreeo

Treason, whether of a

political or religious nature, cannot be tolerated if the
organization itself is to endure *

The Church, for those who

have made a free intellectual acceptance of its doctrines,
is a voluntary society which can demand, at the very least,
a certain minimum of conformity as a prerequisite for
membershipo

This minimum would seem to be the. acceptance

of the finite nature of'human reason and its inability to
handle and solve satisfactorily all theological problems,
and the recognition of a specialized professional group
whose duty it is to interpret theology=
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Had Abelard been willing to accept these Limita
tions, not on his freedom to 'speculate, but upon the powers
of his own human intellect to solve all the theological prob
lems created by his speculation, perhaps his condemnations
would not have been so frequent nor so. severe.

It. is in

teresting to notice that the Council of Sens which finally
silenced him, did so on the basis of his theological teachings.
No question was raised -concerning the dialectic method made
popular by Abelard; no objections were brought out against
his technique of presenting the pro and con of philosophical
and theological, questions.

He was condemned in his self-

appointed position of theological "dogma maker," ■The
definition of academic.freedom set down earlier in this dis
cussion established two criteria for freedoms

that the in

dividual be working within his own field of knowledge and
that his work be judged by others competent in that same
field.

The question of Abelard's competency as a theologian

can be dlsputed--certainly it would seem that his talents , and training were more ideally suited to philosophy than to
theology.

However, in his condemnation at Sens there was

no doubt that it was his theological conclusions that were
being judged and that the judging body was a jury of theo
logians at. least as Competent as he.

Therefore, while

Abelard was certainly censured, it was within the acceptable
limits ofprofessional criticism.

411 this is not to deny for a moment that other
factors played a part in Abelard* s defeat*

Hot only was he

Imprudent in his reliance upon his own reason to reduce the
difficulties he had manufactureds, but he also manifested
personality traits which could hardly help but involve him
in disagreement and trouble*

fhe individual who arrogates

to himself privileges which accepted protocol forbids— such
as Abelard did when he began to lecture on theology at Paris
without the consent of his master, Anselm of laon, or when
he chose to flaunt even the liberal social mores of medieval
society with his illicit love affair with his pupil, Heloise—
can hardly expect to go unnoticed*

In such circumstances,

intellectual differences may be only am excuse, or, at most,
only part of the reason for persecution*

Then, too, the

personal antagonism existing for a time between the two
strong personalities, Abelard and Saint Bernard, may account
for Abelard*s condemnation, as much as the actual content of
his teaching*

Thompson, at any rate, seems to imply that

Abelard *s punishment was, to a great degree, the result of
the personal feud between the two men, and.that the battle
•51
could just as easily have gone to Abelard as to Bernard*
Much the same line of argument can be presented for
Soger Bacon*

51*

True, he was condemned, prohibited from

Thompson, II, 757-

writing

and teaefoingp very possibly mnJustly confined9 M t his ease
does not necessarily prove the existence of a great degree
of intellectual limitation,,

Accepting the fact that it was

partially due to disagreement with wAat he taught and wrote9
a fair picture requires other considerations as wellV

To

begin with, the decree forbidding him to write without per
mission was s first of all9 a general order not directed
specifically at Bacon but at the entire community at a time
when the existence of the Franciscans as a religious order
was being severely threatened by the bitter split between
the Spirituals and the Conventuals„

Secondlys the orders

objectively limiting as it was, was still not an unreason
able one when viewed within the context of the religious vow
of obedience freely made„

Thirds there is much evidence to

show that the prohibition did not stop Bacon from writing
anyways for his Computus9 as well as his Opus Magnum<, were .
52
written during this period of prohibit!©no
Lastly, the
scientific theories and methods propounded by Bacon and
which are often blamed for the limitations placed on his
activity, were similar to those of Robert Grosseteste and
Albertus Magnus, and neither of these men met a like fate.
It seems not unreasonable to conclude, therefore, that as
much or more than the content of the work, it was the

52o

Easton, pp. 142-^3°
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attitude whieh Bacon assumed and the bitterness of his
attacks upon his contemporaries which caused his downfall»
Indeed; in the light of his behavior; his biographer,
Easton, maintains that #he was treated leniently rather

■
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than made a ’martyr ©f science o’”
A discussion of Roger Bacon inevitably brings up the
question of science during the Middle Ages0

The medieval

Qhurch has often been accused of persecuting natural
scientists and of opposing the infant scientific method, but
there seems to be little basis in fact for this belief0

The

failure of the medieval mind to grasp the scientific method
can just as easily, perhaps more so, be attributed i:o the
level man had reached, at this point in the evolutionary de
velopment of thoughto

The rational and the experimental

methods are not the same, but they are not contradictory
either, and it was the function of the Middle Ages to
develop the skills of logic and reasoning upon which later
eras might build scientific knowledge <> The freedom of
5%
Albertus Magnus,
of Bernard Silvester, of Adelard, of
John of Salisbury, of William of Conches, of Robert
Grosseteste
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in their scientific speculations belles the

53°’ Ibido
5#° — Thomas Greenkood, ’’Albertus Magnus: His Scienti
fic Views,” Mature, GXXIX (February 20, 1932),.2660
55°

keff, p 0 I860
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claim that the medieval Church was the"enemy of science=
It is not out of place here to wonder why people
like Albertus Magnus and Robert Grosseteste escaped con
demnation if:Thomas and Bacon did not*

The most cautious

reply to a really unanswerable question is that Albertus
was more the compiler than the synthesizer =, .He attempted
to fit Aristotle into the already existing philosophical
pattern, a not too dangerous or radical effort, whereas
Thomas took Christianity and Aristotelian!sm and created a
new synthesis, an activity fraught with far more risk to
orthodoxyo

There are several reasons why Grosseteste was

spared the sort of trial experienced by Thomas«

For one

thing, he taught at Oxford where science and mathematics
were the reigning queens rather than philosophy and theo
logy »

Secondly, the prevailing atmosphere at Oxford,

according to Leff, was far more Platonist, therefore, eonservative, than Aristotelian*
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Prevailing thought at Oxford

adhered much more closely to Augustinian theology than to
any new %radical% system such as was implied in the
Aristote11an-Thomistic position at Paris*

Grosseteste,

accepting this more conservative theological position, de
voted his time and interest to scientific investigations and
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refrained from wandering into the realm of theology to any
serious extento
Ultimately and inevitably one eomes baok to fhomas
Aquinass who spent much of his life meeting the demands of
orthodoxy9 not by blindly ignoring that which appeared to
contradict it, nor by erecting a wall between the truth of
philosophy and the truth of revelation, but by patiently
and painstakingly reconciling the apparent differences*
The plan he evolved was so rational that it still stands as
the firm basis for much of Christian and Western thought*
While it is true that Thomas was called upon to defend his
teaching, as before Stephen Tempier in 1270, a,nd that some
of his arguments were declared heretical by Tempier and
Robert Kilwardby shortly after Thomas6 death, there seems
ample evidence that he was virtually free in all areas of
thought*

Chiefly a theologian, Thomas was also a philosopher

and something of a scientist, at least on an "amateur*1 status®
Striving always for unity between faith and reason, philoso
phy and theology, he nevertheless recognized the distinction
between competence in one field and competence in the other*
Perhaps it was this ability not to transgress into the
territory of another discipline which kept him from serious
trouble*

In answering the questions put to him by the

Dominican prior-general, John of Vereelli, about which more
will be said later, Thomas made the observation from the
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very start that some of the questions were purely physical
58
and had nothing to do with matters of faith»
Also worthy of notice is the fact that the opposi
tion to Aristotle at Paris had reached its peak and had died
down about the same time Thomas arrived at the university as
a studento

The last prohibition of any importance against

Aristotle during the High Middle Ages was that of Gregory IX
in 1231o lost authors agree that by 1240 little actual
opposition to the study of the Philosopher remained,,

While

no positive conclusion appears from this observation* there
seems to be good reason to assume that Thomas was free both
as a student and as a teacher to discuss and incorporate
into medieval theology and philosophy the ideas of Aristotleo
David Knowles suggests an interesting idea about the
freedom of Thomas and others of his time to pursue intellect
ual activitieso

When Knowles discusses the bitter conflict

that raged between the secular and regular clergy ever uni
versity positions* he implies that Thomas* as well as
Bonaventure and Albertus* did their great scholarly work in
the very eye of a violent controversyo

Among other matters*

the orthodoxy of their teaching was surely questionedo

But

Knowles suggests that this was foremost a Juridical battle
and when doctrines were questioned it was in the manner of

58o

Thorndike* History of Magic* II, 601o
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mslng any means to discredit the opposition rather than a
59
true attempt to cmrtail academic freedomo
The question
could be raised here, that even if the motivating force
behind intellectual restraint is jealousy or personal vin
dictiveness, is not the end product, interference with the
free development of ideas, the same0

Such may appear to be

the case, but a subtle difference is present=

Personality

clash and professional rivalry, like the poor, will always
be with u s 0

But these are isolated and Individual situa

tions which, while they may restrict or inhibit a given
person, do not represent, necessarily, a particular elimatp
of limitation or narrowness0

What must be present, before

the accusation of intolerance can be honestly applied, is
the deliberate intent to curtail freedom because of the
nature of what is being taught more than because of the
person who is teaching ito
One of the strongest arguments for the existence of
intellectual freedom in the High Middle Ages is the wealth
of opposing opinion and discussion about theological, philo
sophical and scientific matters»

Crombie describes this

diversity in the field of science in the following passages
Throughout the Middle Ages there were various
schools of thought about the Aristotelian system
of the universeo In the 13th century in Oxford

59°

Knowles, pp0 233-3^°
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the Franciscan friars9 who tended to remain loyal
to the main features of Amgmstimiamism 0 o’ 0 ac
cepted some important Aristotelian additions in
the explanation of such natural phenomena as the
movements of the heavenly bodies, -but were often
hostile to Aristotle6s influence as a whole„ At
the same time in Oxford there was an interest
characteristic of another aspect of Franciscan
thought, exemplified by Roger Bacon 0 o o o In
the University of Paris blackhabited Dominicans,
such as Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, ac
cepted the main principles of Aristotle0s physics
and philosophy of nature but rejected his absolute
determimismo A fourth school of thought, repre
sented by Siger of Brabant, who was a thorough
going Averroist, accepted an entirely determinist
interpretation of the universeo Yet a fifth
group was in the Italian universities of Salerno,
Padua and Bologna where theological matters
counted for less than in England or France and
where Aristotle and the Arabs were sgtudied prin
cipally for their medical learningo
All this evidence could be Interpreted validly to
indicate an honest effort at evaluation of all opinionso

An

example of this sort of attitude is found in the question
naire of John of Vercelli, alluded to before»

The inade

quacies of available documents and limited knowledge of
language prohibit a complete discussion, but enough can be
pieced together to illustrate the pointo

Thorndike mentions

that a John of Vercelli who can be identified as a priorI
general of the Dominican order submitted a list of questions
to Thomas upon which he desired both the opinion of the
61
saints and opinion of Thomas»
It is conceivable that

...
..6j@.o ..,A o....Go Grombie,. Augustine to Galileo: The listory.
of Science AoDo 400-1660 (London% Falcon Press, lf52), p 0
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John submittel these same questions to other scholars0
Likewise,.lacking.evidenee t© the contrary, it ©an be sup
posed that John asked these questions for the sake of
gathering information? not to ensnare Thomas in an heretical
statement.,

If all this is true, the questionnaire in Itself

indicates both a spirit of honest intellectual curiosity and
an atmosphere of genuine intellectual liberty0

It was of

these questions, incidentally, that Thomas commented that
some were In the realm of physical nature and had nothing
to do with theologyo

An excerpt from Buhem who found his

information in the writings of Thomas illustrates the affair
We see,"for example, that the prior of the order of
Dominie, John of Veroelli, had consulted his
learned brother on the subject of 42 articles, of
which the first 16 related to the power of the
angels to move the heavens or lower things» All
that which is moved naturally, is it moved through
the aid of angels who move the heavenly bodies?
Is it proved infallibly by certain authors that
the angels are the movers of the heavenly bodies?
If one supposes that God is not the immediate
mover of the heavenly bodies, earn it be proved
in an infallible manner that the angels are the
movers of these bodies? These are the first
five questions posed by John of Yereelli» ....
o
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©n the subject of the third article, Sto Thomas
Aquinas produced at first responses disagreeing
with those of Saint Augustine and Saint John
Bamescene . „ , , At the end of his life, then
as at the beginning, the ^Doctor communis" was
in favor of that opinion which his master Albert
had called madnesso©2

62o, Pierre Buhem, Le Systeme du Monde (Paris:
Hermann), V, 557-59°
(Translation is mine).

Apparently from this statement, Thomas was a better theo
logian than he. was a scientist, but the exeerpt illustrates
the point that he could freely disagree-“and do so even out
side his own field of study— with no apparent repercussions*
From this entire discussion the conclusion can be
drawn that there appears to be no deliberate interference
with freedom of thought and expressionvithim the academic
community during the High Middle Ages*

Certainly there ,

were instances of silencing and prohibition*

It was not

a period— as is mo other one— of complete and total tolera
tion and freedom*

But in many eases where particular action

was taken against scholars, it was for purposes other than
intellectual subordination or the preservation of ortho
doxy *

At any rate, these exceptions are not numerous

enoughs nor severe em®ughs nor consistent enough to indicate
serious lack of liberty*
There remains the task of evaluating the attitude
held during the High Middle Ages toward Intellectual! sbu
Professor Hoop®s.In an article on fideism and skepticism
during the Renaissance identifies intellectualism with the
rational assumption that reason is capable of knowing and
63
choosing moral values*
This definition could be amplified

63° Robert Ho opes, ’’Fideism and Skepticism during
the Renaissances Three Major Witnesses,” The Huntington
library Quarterly* X? (August, 1951)9 339°
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by saying that an era which respects intelleetualism is one
which attributes to reason the powers of reaching by
natural ability conclusions about the source am#, end of life
in the philosophical and theological realms9 conclusions
about the interrelation of'matter in the physical realm;

0
conclusions which in an anti-intellectual period are either
pronounced impossible to know (skepticism) or are accepted
on blind faith because man has not the ability to know
.(fideism)o

Abelard®s promotion of dialectic and logic; the

meteoric rise of the universities to positions of power and
prestige; the perfection of the scholastic method of thought;
the sheer quantity as well as the quality of the work of men
like Albertus, lacon9 Bonaventure9 Thomas; the avid and en
thusiastic reception of Aristotelianism in the university
community; the number of students who flocked to Paris9
Toulouse9 and Bologna in search of education— all this
attests to the truly Intellectual spirit of the time0

,In

conclusion; then9 it can be sald9 first9 that the High
Kiddle Ages was a period during which scholars were rela
tively free from crippling interference with their academic
pursuits9 and secondly9 that it was likewise a period when
respect for the power of man®s reason and the value of
rational thought was very great0
‘v

)

CHAPTER IV
FREEDOM IN THE LATE MIDDLE AGES
If the task of identifying the High Middle Ages was
a difficult one, the problem of isolating the late Middle
Ages is almost an insurmountable one„

To begin with, there

is no assurance that there actually existed any such period.
Both the school of thought which sees the Renaissance as
the continuation of a cultural movement which began as early
as the twelfth century, and the school which defines the
Renaissance as the bright light breaking through the dark
ness of Europe in 14-00 or thereabouts, would hardly recog
nize as a separate entity some time between the High Middle
Ages and the Renaissance.

Professor Oscar Halecki does not

really solve the problem but he does bring into sharper focus,
the possibility of a distinct period when he says:
There is no question that the thirteenth century
is typically medieval| only an artificial exag
geration of the "genetic" method could trace the
Renaissance so far as this . . . .
It is, however,
- almost equally certain that the fifteenth century
was no longer really medieval.^

...L. - O s c a r Halecki, The Limits and Divisions of
European History (Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press,
1962) p. 151.
'

tihat is left as the transition between medieval and modern
is obviously9 then, the fourteenth century, or roughly, 13©©
to 143©°

'r

;
In the light of such lack of clear isolation, it is,

perhaps, necessary to justify or explain why this period is
being separated from what preceded and what followed ito
Many conditions existed at this time to cause a shift in
emphasis within the intellectual community from the com
paratively unified and simple outlook of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, but yet the strong influences of the
humanistic movement of the Renaissance weaze not felt, so that
this period does have certain peculiar characteristics of
its own0

The tremendous struggle of the Papacy for universal

control and its failure to achieve it— the Conciliar move
ment, the Babylonian captivity (13©9 - 1377)I the struggle
between king and nobility as expressed in the Model Parlia-.
ment (1295) I the Hundred Years, War (1337 - 1#53) both dis- ^
sipating the powers of the nations involved and giving added
impe'tus to their rising spirit of nationalism; and the Black
Death, which according to Thorndike, caused religious orders
to be depopulated, diminished the supply of teachers, and
brought grave dangers to the universities which suffered
2
both loss of students and masters»
Perhaps for the purpose
2o
(Boston:

Lynn Thorndike, The History of Medieval Europe
Houghton Mifflin, 1949)? P° 5^7°
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of this paper? the failure of the Ohureh to develop with
the ©hanging times and her efforts to enforce her supremacy
over the temporal as well as the spiritual affairs of nations
is one of the most Important developments of the fourteenth
centuryo

He'er, a Catholic historian, it is interesting to

note, has little praise for the Church during"this periodo
He criticizes Boniface VIII (1294 - 1303) and the unfortunate
results of his ill-advised bull, Unam Sanetarn0 which is de
scribed as a program of world domination, not retracted or
changed by the Church until the nineteenth century efforts
of Leo XIIIo

In commenting on Boniface and the entire

period, Heer writes:
Boniface, who fancied himself as a realist, had
completely overlooked the substantial transfor
mation in the religious and political climate
which had occurred since the time of Innocent
III s new states, France and England, were
emerging in the West, and they were not at all
disposed to surrender control over **their**
territorial churches to Home
, * « The, Church
was out of step with the times, and was continu
ally at odds with the new states of the Westo
The Church of the later Middle Ages was becoming
completely institutionalized and completely
clerical: the laity were regarded as1little
more than serfs, as slaves even, "instruments"
whose function was to yield willing Obedience0
Q
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While the Popes were finding it i n .practice in
creasingly difficult, even impossible, to coerce
the rising nation states into recognition of
; papal rights and claims, canon lawyers and other
papal theorists were redoubling the Pope’s claim
to possess "Fullness of power95 over the Church and
all Christendomo3
3o

Heer, p„ 333°

'

Heer goes on to explain that all this was the natural out
come of the earlier action of Pope Innocent III culminating
in the efforts of canon lawyers and bringing into full de
velopment the doctrine of Papal temporal powers
pope can do whatever God-.ean-d.Oo-~. As the
"Bmperor sent from heaven," coelestis imperator*
the pope could absolve men from binding oaths and
depose kings and emperors Q Heresy was lise
me .leste and resistance to papal policiess whether
political or religious was heresy and rebelliomo^
Given a situation such as this, it is difficult to
isolate a ^dominating111force that worked for or against in
tellectual freedomo

The universities were still powerful?

indeed, they were used by both king and pope to enhance the
power of nation and Christendem«

Intellectually, they

lacked the s timulation and spark of earlier years $ yet
there was no other group ready to take their place0

When

the system of scholastic thought was permitted to become
more important than the philosophy it had been designed to
organize, the vigor of university life declined0

Hashdall

relates the impressions of one Richard of Bury who describes
o . o' in the most forcible language the utter ex
tinction of intellectual life and original thought
which had taken place there within his own memory»
Its lectures and disputations, he tells us, had de
generated into sterile logomachies or else into a
dull and unacknowledged reproduction of contemporary
English speculation»5
Ibldo„ p 0 336o
5o: Hashdall, I, 561 =
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Particularly in the field of theology had a decline
set in o' Bashdall states that the real wonder was that the
schools of theology kept as much prestige as they did*

He

speaks of the "enormous decline** in the standards required
for the doctorate at Paris and implies that the whole
facility operated on a self-perpetuating basis where excel
lence was no criteria of academic success nor intellectual
.6
stimulation the goal of the scholar,,
The same attitude is
reflected in Heer® s comments about the rigid and mechanical
application of Thomistie methodso

The academic man moved

further and further away both from the questioning and
examination of Thomas® and Albert.®s and even Abelard®s day,
and yet refused to concern himself either about the reali
ties of life in the world or the changing role of the Church
and the stateo

As Heer says:

A two-tiered theological structure was erectedo In
the top drawer reposed the ideas9 facts and data
concerning the "supernatural’® world9 always avail
able in their invulnerable perfection; this category
included all the doctrines and dogmas of the Church„
There was no point in arguing about these matters
further; all that was required was to defend theme*
In the lower drawer were the objects and data of the
"natural" world, which were fit subjects for argu
ment* 4hd argued they were, in,endless disputations
conducted in accordance with the rules of formal
logic, which took to pieces everything coming within
the scope of scholastic dialectic0 The dialectic it
self was purely verbal, and remained so, refraining
from any dealings with objects, reality, history or
the actual political situation facing the Church*7
~~~

6 0 Ibid.* I., 482-83.
7o' Heer, p. 272.

7S
It was at this tlmes m@ doubts that masters among the theo
logy faculty engaged In what nineteenth century historians
delighted in ridiculing as useless speculation upon the
number of angels that could be seated on the head of a pin0
The point of all this is9 though, that the universities,
■1
particularly the theological faculties$ while still In
fluential in the power struggle between Church and state,
had lost the internal stimulus toward true scholarship»
All this is not to imply that the theological
faculties of the universities were not influentialo

Al

though the content and depth of the thought was in decline,
the power and domination of the theologian was extremely
greato

Drawing once again from lashdall, evidence.is pre

sented to show that Paris, at least, became the "theological
arbiter of Europe" 0

By its power the university was able to

control heresy within its boundaries and make unnecessary
the work of the Inquisition at Paris (in itself a deed cer
tainly of significant and praiseworthy proportions)«, The
theological faculty won over both the Franciscans and the
Dominicans by striking the balance between them=

It rejected

both the conservative. Dominican position on Mariolatry and
the extreme Franciscan stand on absolute poverty, and forced

8
both groups to surrender or become hereticalo
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alternately encouraged and condemned the Avignonese Papacy,
mostly encouraged, and allowed Itself to profit greatly from
a system of patronage set up by the papacy0

It took a

prominent position In the formulation of eonciliar decis
ions, and, all in all, made itself the wgood right arm” of
the Homan Churcho
Some of this decline can be blamed upon the action
z

•

of Stephen. Tempier, bishop of Paris, who in 1277 both con
demned many of the teachings of Thomas Aquinas and sharply
criticized the professors who preached error and then fell
back upon the doctrine of the two-fold truth to avoid being
charged with heresy (a sort of medieval fifth amendment)»
Further strengthening the position of Tempier was the ordi
nance passed a few days later by Hebert Kilwardby, Arch
bishop of Canterbury, forbidding the teaching of certain
... 9 '
doctrines proposed by Thomas and others =
Thus both of the
universities that had strong philosophical and theological
leanings were restricted in their activity0

Josef Pieper,

in his small treatise bn scholasticism in which he draws
1©
heavily upon Van Steenberghen8s Le XIIIe slecle a
suggests
a number of. reasons for these condemnatory actionso

9o

Hashdall, III, 251»

10o Fernand van Steenberghen, Pbiloseobie des
Mittelalters (Bern, 195©)o

Among
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them he lists rivalry and partisan policies against factions
within the Dominican order and between the Dominicans and the
secular clergy; a defense mechanism on the part of the Theo
logical- Faculty against the Faculty of Arts; and a disci
plinary act on the part of ecclesiastical authority against
professors teaching in a school founded upon Church prin
ciples o

In defense of this last reason Pieper writes:

Let us put aside for a moment the circumstances in
which the condemnation came into being* Instead,
let us fasten our attention on the condemned pro
positions* What was it that they stated? Viewed
with a minimum of bias, this is what they came
down to: that felicity is to be sought in this,
not in another, life; that the Christian religion
hinders learning; that the soul of man is in
separably bound to the body; that creation out of
nothing is impossible; that the practice of theo
logy in no way. enlarges onees knowledge; that
there is no state finer than devotion to philosophy* If we can duly, without prejudice, take
note of all this, then we scarcely knew what else
the official Church might have done, except to de
clare authoritatively: These propositions are in
opposition to Christian doctrine*11

c

Whether or not this condemnation was justified from the view
point of religious unity and the higher goals of the spirit
ual life is not the point here =

The immediate and temporal

effect was, according to van Steenberghen, that MThe life of
the University of Paris was paralyzed by this set of pro-,
seriptions; even within the boundaries of orthodoxy, the

11 *: Josef Pieper* Scholasticism: Persomalities and
Problems of Medieval Philosophy (New York: Pantheon Books,
i960), pp* 130-31°

...
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,

free play of Ideas was cheeked0W
All this merely suggests that the universities in
the fourteenth eentury were not what they had been0

Never

theless, it is to the universities that we must look for
what, intellectual activity there was during the era.

But

denied the chance to speculate freely within the academic
r

community, the university figures turned to the ""market
place** to advance their theories o

Whether it was because

of the restrictions on thought within the schools or because
the university was being used more and more as a pawn in the
power struggle of papacy and national state, or for both of
these reasons, it is hard to say o' But it seems obvious
that where Thomas and Abelard or Albert and Bacon, had eonfined their argumentation to the academic few, the later
figures either chose or were forced to direct their work to
a wider and more popular field0 , Ghief among these men, or
at any rate, selected from among many, are three :

William

of Ockham (1300? - 13^9)j Marsiglio of Padua (127©? - 13^3)$
and John Wycliffe (133©? - 1384)„
Leff maintains that contrary to much modern opinion,
the real issue of the fourteenth century, philosophically
speaking and in relation particularly to William of Ockham.,
was not the argument over realism and nominalism, but rather

12o

van Steenberghen, p 0 3059 quoted by Pieper, 134
k
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the question of how mueh reason, could understand the matters
13
of faitho
Inlike the age of Thomas where the emphasis had
been on the unity.of faith and reason and the remarkable
strides reason could make in comprehending the things of
faith, the period following the condemnation of 1277 con
cerned itself with the differentiation between revelation
and reason*

Briefly$ Ockham9 who was a Franciscan trained

at Oxford; held the position that all natural knowledge
comes to us through experience while all supernatural or
theological knowledge comes solely through revelation and
faith*

Between the two kinds of knowledge there is no pos

sible connection; reason cannot possibly deduce any truth
except that which is demonstrable by empirical methods*

This

attitude of skepticisms quite similar to the later skepticism
of the Enlightenment; when applied to God, means that because
God is absolute power, notentia absoluteo and because there
is no way of proving by empirical methods that He will choose
to act in any one particular manner, it is possible for God
to dispense with order and act in a wholly arbitrary fashion*
t
This leads, quite plainly, to the most extreme skepticism,
fideism. and indeterminism*
These were unorthodox views and Ockham, who had
never gone beyond the bachelor”s level in the study of

13o

Leff, pp* 259=-6©*

theology, was not permitted to go 'unscathed.

His lectures

at Oxford.attracted attention and he was summoned to Avignon
in 1324 to. answer to Pope John XXII.

To have been condemned

for the views he pronounced on theological matters would not
seem to be a gross infringement on Ockham’s academic freedom.
He was not a,theologian, had never completed the studies
necessary to claim that distinction, and his lectures were
clearly in opposition to the teaching of the Church.

To

have been condemned for them would have been neither sur
prising nor unfair.

But it was not primarily for his theo

logical teaching that Ockham was condemned.

His excommuni

cation stemmed more directly from the stand he took on the
great Franciscan controversy and on his attitude toward
papal authority.

In his study of Ockham’s position, Ernest

Moody writess
. As far as is known, Ockham’s theological ortho
doxy, apart from the question of obedience to the
Avignon papal authority, was never officially
denied; and the charges which had occasioned his
visit.to Avignon were d
r
o
p
p
e
d
.
.
While Moody’s statement may be a little rash or undocu
mented, it is a fact that while at Avignon, Ockham associated
himself with Michael Cesena, General of the Franciscans, and
a certain Bonagratia.

These men were both supporters of the

14. Ernest A. Moody, The Logic of William of Ockham
(New Yorks Sheed and Ward, 1935) ? pp. 19-20.
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Spiritual Franciscans and in dispute with Pope Johno

After

having t>ee*i excommunicated in 1328 all- three fled to Munich
where Ockham died within a few years9 a probable victim of
the Black Death*

This association seemed to be the point

of departure between Ockham and the Papacy9 and his further
writing on such topics as Bight Questions concerning the
Power, and Dignity of the Pope and the Dialogue between
Master and Disciples upon the Power of Emperors and Popes
did little to improve his popularity in papal circles *
It appears possible to draw two conclusions con
cerning Intellectual freedom from the case of William of
Ockham* ^ The first is that in the fourteenth century; al
though not necessarily only then, deviation from orthodoxy
spelled the end of ome*s career in the schools*

Secondly?

political views which were not considered heretical per se?
nevertheless effectively banned their proponents from the
favor of both the spiritual and temporal good graces of the
Church when such views were not well liked by the Papacy*
It was. clearly the struggle between the Papacy? the
vestiges of an Empire? and the growing power of national
states that, formed the .basis of 'argument? dissension, and
dispute in the fourteenth century*

As this struggle in

creased? interest in the speculative and theoretical
'

""

"

-

.

-

.. - •

1 5 o' leyfick H* Carre? Realists and Nominalists
(Oxford: University. Press? If44)'9 P<> -104,

diseussions of the university decreased0 More and more the
intellectual was being used by— or was contributing his
services to— the temporal and spiritual rulers to reinforce
their particular positions0
of Padua„

Into this battle came Marsiglio

lorn in that city3 he traveled9 probably by was

of the law school at Orleans, to Paris where he served as
Hector of the University in the year 1312=

In 1324 he left

Paris and soon identified himself with Lewis (Ludwig), the
Bavarian emperor who carried on with. Pope John XXII what
Strayer indicates was a rather meaningless struggle for
Italian leadership,.

This **shadow-boxing [between king and

pope} had little effect on the princes and cities who held
the real power in Germany and Italy, but

„ o was accom

panied by a war of pamphlets which still further disturbed
the already troubled minds of men of the fourteenth eem-

16
tury e”
It was in his activity to support Lewis that
Marsiglio wrote his Defensor Paois about the year 1324«
Although, as just pointed out, the actual conflict between
Emperor and Pope was fairly insignificant in itself, the
Defensor Paois was note

Briefly, the work sought to demon

strate that the Church did not have authority over the
temporal life of the states that the source of government

l6o

Strayer, p e 439°
f
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was ultimately in the hands of the governed who had the
right to reject that leadership if they found it onerous?
and that the authority of the Church, even within the sphere
of spiritual matters rested with the General Council, of
which the Bishop of Borne was only the elected leader and
17
not the supreme head0
Of obvious and particular interest
in this document is the very modern concept of government
whose authority comes from and rests in the hands of the
peopleo

Of special interest in this study are two featureso

The first is that this work of Harsiglio is one of the.
earliest overt expressions of freedomo
writes:

Professor Emerten

.

He Oytarsigliql does not question that the heretic
deserves some kind of correction, and admits that at
first thought such correction seems to be the func
tion of the priest as the expert in the divine law0
But here comes in his fundamental distinction againo
It is Christ alone who can judge the heretic for his
offence against the divine law,, and this judgment is
reserved for the world to comeo If, however, he be
forbidden to remain in the region where his heresy
was proven, then, as a transgressor of human law he
may be coerced by the.custodian of that law, as
authorized by the human Lawgiver o' But if the human
law allows him to stay in the community of the
faithful, than ”1 say that no one has the right to
coerce the heretic or other infidel by any penalty
or punishment, real or personal, -so far as his
status in this life is concernedo The reason for
this is a general one: that no one, however he may

• 1?o Ephraim Ernerton, The Defensor Pacis of Harsi
of Padua (%Harvard Theological Studies,0 VIII, Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1920)0
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sin in matters of ©pinions, is to "be pmnished or
eoeroed in this world for the opinion itself9
"but only in so far as .he offends against a eommand of the human law 0882-8
It does not seem to be stretching the meaning too far to
read into this statement of larsigli©0ss a very positive
stand on the subject of individual liberty— ©f man0s free
dom to hold opinions in the intellectual sphere for which
he cannot be held culpable by human authority, always re
serving the right to act against those whose opinions
wboilM over into harmful action against society0
It is not hard to guess the second feature of
M&rslgli©0s work that is of particular interest in this
papero

Almost immediately after the appearance of the

Defensor PaciSo the work was condemned o

As Strayer puts it,

88The pope was naturally shocked by the book and damned
MarSigli© and his followers as 8monsters from the deeps of
- 19
Satan and the sulphur pools of Hello 088
That the pope was
(

"naturally shocked81 is probably putting the situation in the
,

mildest possible termso

:

/

Evidence exists that Marsigli©was

condemned by the edict 111Licet luxta 'doetrimam11 of October
23$ 1327 for the doctrines expressed in the Defensor0 and
that he was not merely an heretic, but a manifest and
20
notorious arehheretiCo
18 o1 Ibid oX p 0 Alo
19o Strayer, po AAlo
20o Benzinger, pp. 194-95°
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Bmerton points emt two further ideas with regard to
the effect of this condemnation o' First he says that it does
not appear that Marsiglio suffered any actual inconvenience
from the papal condemnation.',

(This is ignoring, or course,

any spiritual ^inconvenience*' he may have suffered)»

gut

Emerton goes on to make a much more interesting point.

He

writes5
It is, however, quite intelligible that other and
later writers on the same or related topics should
have been cautious about using the name of a thrice
condemned heretic to support their own opinions,
and this may well explain the absence of specific
references to Marsiglio in writers who otherwise
give every indication of knowing his work and of
being influenced by it.21
As exemplified in the ease of Marsiglio, then, there
was no recognition on the part of the Church of the right of
the individual to held opinions contrary to orthodox teach
ing, even when these opinions concerned matters which were
not strictly dogma=

Perhaps the power of the Church effect

ively to prevent the promulgation of such opinions was
lacking, but the basic objection to them was very obvious.
As Emerton has pointed out, there may have existed more
power than we realize at first glance in as much as other
21o Emerton, pp. 76-77° Emerton gives an example
here of a certain Lupoid of Bebemburg, bishop of Bamberg, who
wrote about 13^0 of the rights of the electorate to choose a
king without need of papal confirmation. His thesis was es
sentially the same as Marsiglio®s, yet he does not mention
the name of the earlier writer. Emerton suggests that "the
omission is sufficiently explained by the natural reluctance
of the clerical writer to identify himself in any way with
so pestilent a controversialist as Marsiglio
/
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writers seemed to have "been limited toy fear of condemnation
toy asseeiationo

The position taken here would seem to imply

that the Gtmreh alone was the otojector to freedom of thoughtc
r

Although the statement is here undocumented; it is protoatole
that the old empire and the fledgling national states would
have toeen just as opposed to larsiglio's theories had these
ideas toeen as critical of them as they were of the Church«
Indeed9 in years to come when9 for example9 Louis XIV had
^perfected” the concept of an absolute monarch in France9
there was a complete repudiation of this concept of the
governed as

the source of the authority

for the governingo

Marsiglio9s

claim that the people could

reject the govern

ment should it prove burdensome was itself denied in most
stringent fashion,.

These ideas of freedom9 distasteful in

1324 to a Church anxious about preserving its temporal power9
were equally unpleasant to other groups who saw in such revo
lutionary thought a threat to whatever absolute power they
already had or might toe aspiring to o'
' Into the posi tieal^religi ous controversy of the late
SIddle Ages9 John lyeliffe introduced a new9 interesting,
and influential developmento

An ordained priest, a doctor

of divinity at Oxford9 he was as qualified as any to add his
comments to the growing body of writing opposing the govern
ment of the

Churcho

taught the superiority

A, precursor of the

Protestant revolt9he

of Scripture over authority, denounced

88
the wealth of the Church9 defended, the rights of temporal
rulers ever the Papacy9 rejected the teaching on penance and
absolution, and finally denied the authority of the Pope as
the Viear of Christo

In the course of formulating these

ideas, he pronounced innumerable doctrinal heresies, mostly
concerned with the problem of transubstantiation0
The Church made several attempts to silence Wyeliffeo
In February of 137? he was summoned to St0 Paul® s Cathedral
to appear before Bishop Courtenay of Londono

This effort at

censure broke up in some confusion when the followers of the
bishop and those of John of Gaunt, who gave Wyeliffe strong
support and protection, engaged in invective and rioting0
Ho action was taken against Wyeliffeo

In May of the same

year. Pope Gregory XI issued several bulls to the English
hierarchy directing them’to discipline Wyeliffeo

The Pope

listed nineteen theses of Wyeliffe, all contained verbatim
or in substance in Be Civili DominiOo

In March of 1378

Wyeliffe appeared before the assembled English prelates at
Lambeth and succeeded in convincing them (or John of Gaunt
did) that his views were orthodoxo

In 1382, Courtenay, now

Archbishop of Canterbury, succeeded in condemning a whole
series of Wyeliffe8s. teachings at the Blackfriars0 Council
'

which, some historians of the event maintain, Courtenay
22
carefully packed with anti-Wycliffe men0
Finally, one
.

220 Joseph Ho Dahmus, The Prosecution of John
Wyclyf (Hew Havens Yale University Press, 1952), p 0 91°

